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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
FORTUNE AWAITS

Mounted Police Asked to
Locate Willis Goodnow, ;
Misting 7 Years

tr.

GOVERNOR

'

Governor Mtlli has appointed tb
following delegate! to the
Commercial Congress which
will meet at Kansas City, Nov. 14 to
17: L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe; T.
Amado
D. Burnt, Tlerra Amarllla;
Chares, Albuquerque; C. N. Blackwell,
Otto,
Clayton;
Raton; Christian
Eugene A. Roy, Roy; Ttto Melendes,
Lai
Jefferson
Vegas;
Raynolds,
Mora;
F. A. Pearce, East Las Vegas; 0. N.
Marron, Albuquerque; John Becker,
Belen; Joseph Price, Socorro; Isidore
Armljo, Las Cruces; Martin Lohman,
Las Cruoes; Will Chase, Carrlzozo;
W. C. Robinson, Rob wel); M. B. Gold- enberg, Tucumcari; A. B. Pratt, Carlsbad; W. H. Merchant, Carlsbad; John
W. Poe, Roswell.
The governor has appointed Dr. G.
H. Branham ol San Jon, N. M., a delegate to the International Dry Farm
ing Congress which meets in Colo
rado Springs, October 16 to 20th.
Postal Savings Bank at Estancla.
On Saturday a postal savings bank
-will be opened at Estancla. PoBt Office Inspector R, H. Altus this week
Instructed Postmaster Meyers.
Corporation Filings.
Through the misplacement of a per
lod the New Mexican stated yesterday
that the corporation filings sent to the
territorial treasurer by the territorial
were $61.90 instead of
secretary
$6,190.00.

'

Pharmacy Board Meeting.
A meeting of the territorial board
of . pharmacy will be held at Roswell
this week, October 6 and 7 to examine
eppllcants for certificates. A meeting
will be held at Albuquerque on next
Monday and Tuesday for the same
purpose.
V
Five Escape.
Word has been received at .the penitentiary that five convicts working
on the good roads project at Chama,
Rio Arriba county, have escaped. They
are Leonardo Vasquez, Leonardo
Reyes, Juan Saucedo, Claudle Carrier
.Mink: West; The authorities are
... luumug lur uiw uieu.. ... v
.
For the Treasury.
Territorial 'Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums tor
the treasury; S. I. Roberta, clerk of
the fifth district, clerk's fees,. $1063;
C. M. Light, principal of the New
Mexico Normal School at Sliver City;
territorial students' funds, (200; game
protection, 177.
If Found, Gets Fortune.
The mounted police have received
the following circular, which Is self
explanatory:
Canandalgua, N. Y., Sept. 13th, 1911.
Chief of Palice.
Dear Sir: Willis Goodnow (possibly
called by some William A. or Willie,
or Willis A. Goodnow), formerly, of
North Rose, Wayne county, New York,
disappeared more than seven years
ago. He has a wife and son residing'
a tthe Town of Sodus, Wayne county,
New York. If living he Is about 49
years of age and is wanted In connection with the distribution of his uncle's estate. Reward for Information
of whereabouts, if living, and of time
and place of death, If dead. Said to
have been In Rochester, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, East Chicago, Chicago, and St.
Louis. Bald to have been a butcher,
bartender, hotel clerk, etc.
v
Please send any information of him
to George D. Peck, special guardian
lor his son', Canandalgua, N, Y,
,, Educators Are Busy. , ...
But for all that the department of
education was kept busy and Chief
Clerk Rupert F, Asplund was at work
off many matters Including the drafting of an appeal to the newspapers of
New Mexico to aid In giving publicity
to tbe meeting of the New Mexico
Association here November
16.
The appeal

querqus 250. The association is grow
ing rapidly therefore, and we believe
that the Santa Fe meeting will show
an enrollment of 600. Many of the
teachers will want to take advantage
of this opportunity to visit the capltol
of the state and the most Interesting
town in the southwest. The railroads
are making lower rates than ever before. Hotel accommodations will be
adequate and the rates reasonable.
Santa Fe will prove herself hospitable
and all will be most heartily wel- -'

ADMIRAL

Is as follows:
To tht Newspapers,
We are sending you this announcement of the meeting of the Educational Association In the hope that you will
find space for It In some issue during
the next few weeks. It was originally
planned to hold the meeting on Nobut the executive commitvember
tee decided to postpone it two weeks
on' account of tbe election to be held
November 7th,
The New Mexico Educational Association was established In 18S6, holding its first meeting In 'Santa Fe. It
therefore the
Is quite appropriate
twenty-firB- t
anniversary should also
be held In Santa Fe. Twenty-fiv- e
years of educational progress lie behind us and a future bright with educational promise before us. At tbe
close of the territorial period, It Is appropriate to take a look backward, to
examine clOBely our present school
conditions and to plan broadly and
wisely for the training of the future
citizens of our great commonwealth.
The central Idea of the meetings of
the association, will be, therefore,
"Our Schools as they have been, are,
and mar be."
At the meeting held last year at Las
Veaas the association enrolled 840
membera and three years ago at Albu -

The Territorial Board of Education
has called a meeting of all tbe county
superintendents fpr Wednesday,
15th for' conference on mat
ters pertaining to school administra
tion.
The superintendents and principals
of cities and towns have also agreed
to hold a conference on school super
vision on Wednesday November 15th.
are these confer
So Important
ences that tbe Territorial Board of Ed
ucation, at its meeting held June 8
1911, passed the following resolutions:
RESOLVED,. That the Secretary of
this Board be directed to request
boards of county commissioners to
draw upon the general county fund
(not the general county school fund)
to pay the expenses of county super
intendents while In attendance upon
the meeting of the county superintend
ents to be held Wednesday, November
16th, at Santa Fe In connection with
the meeting of the New Mexico Educational Association.
THAT the Secretary be directed to
request city boards of eduucatton to
pay the expenses of their superintend
ents while In attendance at the meeting of the New Mexico Educational Association in Santa Fe, November 15th
to 18th.
THAT, the Secretary bring to the
of city boards of education and
boards of school directors the Importance of securing as full an attendance
as possible of their teachers at the
meeting of the New Mexico Education
al Association, November 16th, 17th,
18th
by continuing the pay of the
teachers while In attendance at said
meeting, by granting such holiday as
may be necessary and by such other
means as they may deem wise.
We urge therefore,, that cities,
towns, villages and rural districts will
send their teachers to this Important
meeting to let them get Into touch
with those vital forces which are In
operation throughout the nation ef
fecting, changing and improving our
educational facilities.
Very respectfully,
RUPERT F. ASPLUND,
Secretary New Mexico Educational
Association.
Parole Applications,
Tbe following prisoners in this In
stitution have filed application for pa- Luis Torres, sentenced from Orant
county to serve 99 years for murder.
Esteban Cantou, sentenced from Col
fax county to serve one year to two
years for robbery.
Antonio Ortiz, sentenced from San
Miguel Co., to serve one to two years
for unlawfully branding a horse.
John Lee, sentenced from Eddy
county, to serve one to two years for
forgery.
Louis Giese, sentenced from San- Mitwo years
guel county to serve one to
for burglary.
Frank J. Willing, sentenced from
Bernalillo county to serve one to two
years for burglary.
Frank C. Mitchell, sentenced from
Bernalillo county toserve one to two
years for larceny from dwelling.
Burton D. Pennington, sentenced
from Bernalillo county to servo one to
two years for burglary of shop and larceny therefrom.
Francisco Munoz, sentenced from
Otero county, to serve two to four
years for larceny.
Antonio Villllobos, sentenced from
Otero county to serve two to four
years for larceny.
John Aragon, sentenced from San
to
Miguel county,, to serve nine
eighteen months tor larceny from
dwelling.
GOVERNOR

Makes

INVESTIGATES
THE AUSTIN HORROR.

Tour of Inspection of pestroy-eDistrict Including III Fated
Dam,

Austin, Pa Oct. 4. Governor John
K. Tener who arrived here last night
startedi today on
(Trom Harriffturg,
his tour of Inspection of the destroyed
district, including the dam of the
Bayless Pulp and Paper Company, the
going out of which on Saturday resulted In the death, distress and privation
which has overspread this village.
Stronger than ever today was the
opinion that the governor's visit Indicated that the State officials are looking over the situation with a view of
ascertaining their authority In con
ducting an investigation as to the lia
bility and responsibility for the con
dition of the dam.
STRIKERS ON IRISH
RAILROADS

LOSE

OUT.

Went Out In Sympathy With Lumbar
Men and Now Ten Per Cent
Lose Thslr Jobs.
Dublin, Oot. 4. The strike declared
on the Irish railroads by the Amal
gamated Society of Railway Servants
on September 21, was settled today.
The strikers abandoned their original
grievance, which was their original
objection to handling lumber shipped
by a firm which was having trouble
with Its employes.
The companies agree to
90 per cent of the strikers at once
and the remaining 10 per cent when
vacancies occur. They will not dis
miss tbe new men taken on during
the strike.
,

N0 3i;

1911.
he

SCHLEY

A GOOD

TICKET,-TOPTOJDI-

H"

DROPPED DEAD

would come.
The governor of Idaho sent word
T A MILLI
that he hoped the deliberations of the
party would result In naming a ticket
that would Insure victory at the polls.
IN
He referred to the abolishment of special privileges and said he had Just re
turned from the governor's meeting
New Jersey and that there is "DemTakes Them a Long Time la
Valencia County Heads the
ocratic victory in the air.-- ; '
to Make Up Their Minds ; - Chairman Richardson then said he
List With $90,439.95
had an original letter to read, dated
What to Do . V
)
In Its Vaults
June 25, 1823. There was applause
as the date was given.
It was from Thomas Jefferson.' At TATLOB SIGNS CONSTITUTION
NOMINATIONS SLATED TONIGHT
the name, the convention cheered
'
'
loudly and applauded for several sec
Platform Committee Have Had onds.
Corridors of Capitol Are Filled
Mr. Richardson said the letter was
Protracted Sessions Since
With Delegates and
In the possession of Alexander R. Mc
Visitors- Yesterday.
Donald, probably a close friend of W.

THEJREASUfiY

Overcome With Fatal Illnes
Says Governor Mills; at Same
WhfleWalkingon Streets
Time Praising San Mig- V of New York
uel's Choice :
"

corned.

NAMES DELEGATES

Five Men Escape from Road
Gang While at Work
Near Chama.

'

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO THURSDAY OCTOBER 5,

YEAR

FOKXY-EIGIIT- U

WAS THE HERO

OF

SANTIAGO

MILLER

BACK

FROM CHICAGO

Had Previous To That Won Re
Roosevelt County 1911 Assess
nown As An Explorer in
ment Shews Approximate
Arctic RegionsLoss of $69,18.
-

;

C. McDonald.
New York, Oct. 2. Admiral Schley
The Democratic 'State Convention
- '
Adjournment was taken to tout
Governor William J. Mills was back
One more Democrat has signed the
dropped dead here.
at his desk this morning after attend- began its second day's session at 9:30 o'clock when the platform is to be constitution of the new state of New
Dropped Dead on Street
of
and
Hall
this
Lai o'clock
reported
nominating speeches Mexico. He is M. D. Taylor, of Azteo,
morning In the
New York, Oct, 2. Rear Admiral ing In Republican convention at
The governor Teoiivcd mmy Representatives at the capltol. H. B. are to follow Immediately.
San Juan county, and he affixed bis
Wlnfleld Scott Schley dropped dead
as
of
temporary
the Fergusson
presided
callers. To the representative
signature today. He Is e Democratic
today near the corner of Forty-fourton
hall
PACIFIC
COAST
chairman.
the
As
CASES
yesterday
"I
said:
delegate to the convention. But there
Street and Fifth Avenue while on his Santa Fe New Mexican he
TO BE APPEALED.
think the ticket named by the Repub- was crowded with the delegates down
are still a few others who have yet
way down town. The admiral died be
the
In
and
visitors
the
stairs
gallery.
Is
Las
at
to put their names on ihat parchment
Vegas
licans in convention
fore medical aid could reach him,
ausnot
was
which
the
of
Railroads
Ask
for
Order
rain,
Despite
to
Suspension
from
one.
top
In tbe office of the territorial score-Ury- .
Yes, good,
Admiral Schley had been out of a good
for
convention
Until They Can File Bill
enthusiasm,
picious
San
a
as
Of
Miguel
course,
town over Sunday, and on his return bottom.
of
for Injunction.
a San the delegates were In the best
Postmasters Commissioned.
had gone to the New York Yacht Club county man, I naturally favored
humor.
Tbe
New Mexico
Miguel candidate for governor, espepost
in West Forty-Fourt- h
Street.
'
Washington, D. C Oct. 4. In be masters following been commissioned:
on rules
of
the
committee
The
report
Secundtno
man
was,
when
that
have
After a short stay at the club, Ad cially
of
half
the
followed
railways,
and
organization
permanent
so
known
S.
I
have
long
whom
San
Juan
Burnham,
Lucy
Klrtland,
miral Schley started to walk along Romero,
was made today to the
man who for the reading of the report of creden application
county; and Jacob H. Latham, Tolar,
Forty-Fourt- h
Street toward Fifth Ave and so favorably: a
tials, which found there were no con Interstate Commerce Commission for Roosevelt county.
court
of
was
clerk
twelve
piy
years
nue when he was taken suddenly 111.
announc- a suspension of its order In what are
committee
rules
tests.
"
The
For the Treasury.
when I was on the benoh. I think Mr.
known as the Pacific coast cases.
officers:
His Career.
-.- Territorial
Treasurer M. A. Otero
Romero would have made an excellent ed the following permanent
The application was made pending
Officers.
Wlnfleld 8cott Schley, the Ameri
Permanent
Just as he will make a splenthe filing of a bill with the commerce L6 received the follow' og sums for
G. A. Richardson.
can naval officer and one of the governor
Chairman,
the treasury.
did secretary of state. I am confident
Romero, treasVice Presidents Bernalillo, Leon- court, asking for an Injunction to re- urer of San Eugenlo
heroes of the Spanish-America- n
war, that the entire ticket, as named, will
Miguel county, $946.94;
ardo Hunick; Chaves, William A strain the commission from putting Nathan
was born in Frederick, Md., in 1889.
meet with the approval of the major
Jaffa, secretary of New MexiHe was graduated at the naval acad
Rodgers; Colfax, Severlno Martinez; Its order Into effect
The governor was pleased at
The commission's orders were to co, corporation filings, $6190; Game
L. Patten; Dona Ana,
Harry
Curry,
emy In 1860, and saw his first service ity."
and
Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable,
the way his home city. Las Vegas, M. C. O'Hara; Eddy, M. C. Stewart; have become effective on November
on the Niagara In Asiatic waters. In
U93.75.
in many ways,
which Is so
Grant W. A. Teney; Guadalupe, M. 15. They materially reduced
July 1862 he became lieutenant He entertained the
visiRecruits for Pen.
rates on both class and com
delegates and
R. Baker; Lincoln, John Hiller; Luna,
landed men on the coast of San SalSheriff C. H. Hannum, of Clovis,
tors.
James R. Waddell; McKlnley, R. C. modity traffic. They apply to all of
vador ln 1865 to protect American In
arrived in Santa Fe
Pacific
the
Curry
county,
coast cases,
For the Treasury.
Beddoe; Mora, Macario Gallegos; the
terests there. He was later assigned
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Otero; Byron Sherry; Rio Arriba, J. R. Spokane and the Reno, Nevada, cases yesterday with George W. Cox who
to the Asiatic squadron and showed
has received the following sums for Martinez, Jr.; Roosevelt, James A. being the most Important. The ap- was sentenced to a year for mangreat bravery In the attack on the the
Cleofes Romero, super- Hall; Sandoval, J. W. Sullivan; San plication to the commission was made slaughter and Cabell Hill who was
treasury:
Korean forces which had captured an
in chambers by Attorney Norton of given from one to two years for forg
intendent of the penitentiary, convicts' Juan, M. D. Taylor; San Miguel,
American ship,
Santa Fe, Meliton Cas the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe ery. Sheriff Herbert J. McGrath of
$326.60; Charles P. Downs,
'
Lujan;
earnings,
waa
Schley
appointed professor of clerk of the sixth district, clerk's
Union Pa- Grant county, brought In C. E. Cart-wngtillo; Sierra, E. D, Titman; Socorro, and Attorney Dillard of the
modern languages at the Naval Acad
and Claude Perkins, charged
Jacobo Chaves, Insur- A C. Torres; Taos, Silviano Chaves; cific, representing not only their ows
$552.95;
fees,
emy In 1872, became commander In ance
Game and Torrance, Wilber A. Dunlavy; Union roads, but all lines Involved In the with forgery; Andy Miller, charged
1175;,
commissioner,
1874 and saw service in European, Asi
with horse stealing; Bruno Pena,
Fish
Warden
Thomas P. Gable, Carlos Corney; Valencia, George Hoff proceeding.
atic and South American waters.
No determination of the matter was charged with larceny, and Lee
C. H. Aldredge.
man;
Quay,
$14.25.
"""
and George Price, charged
reached by the commission. Finds Greeley.
Notaries Appointed.1
Permanent Secretary Trinidad C.
Attorneys for the 'railroads prob- with burglary.
In 1884 he volunteered for the re
:
Governor Mills has appointed the do Baca, of Mora,
Financial Statement
lief of the polar expedition under A. following notaries public: Benito A. Assistant Secretaries John L. Zim ably will file by tomorrow a bill with
W. Greeley and after a hard struggle Romero, Rio Pueblo, Taos county; J. merman, San Miguel; Manuel U. Vigil, Ube commerce court asking for an InTraveling Auditor John Joerns has
junction to restrain the Interstate completed the financial statement
with the elements, succeeded In res- M. Peacock, Roswell, Chaves county; Bernalillo.
Commerce Commission from putting showing the condition of the offices
cuing Greeley and six of his men at William E. Lerman, Las Cruces, Dona
Tbe temporary Interpreters elected into effect
its orders.
of the county treasurers at the close
Cape Sabine.
Ana county; Walter B. Hoke, East wore made permanent
If tbe Injunction should be granted of
From 1885 to 1899. he was chief of Las Vegas, San Miguel county; Willbusiness, August li, the first colThe order of business was outlined
commis- umn
the
the
Commerce
court,
by
the bureau of recruiting and equip iam A. Palmer, Aztec, San Juan coun- as .'oIIowb: Report of the committee
showing receipts tor the month,
will
sion
effective
'
the
extend
probably
tbe second, disbursements for the
ment and made a good record.
In ty; Doroteo Cortez, Cerro, Taos on credentials; report of the commiof
In
to
Its
afford
orders.
date
order
busiand the third, balance, Sep1888 he became captain and while In county.
ttee on organization and order of
time for an adjudication of the ques- month;
. tember 1:
command of the Baltimore In tbe harRoosevelt Shows Loss.
ness; the report of the committee on tions at Issue.
bor of Valparaiso in 1891 distinguishTraveling Auditor John Joerns has resolutions.
Bernalillo
SS,
123,830.76;
$8,015.79;.
Bill for Injunction Filed.
ed himself la the- - delicate situation received the tax roll irou. Roosevelt
The committee recommended that
D. C, Oct 4. Late this 795.22.
Washington,
in
"followed
of
be
'order
a
loss
net
which
shows
the followtog'
which arose when Americansallort county
Chaves, $6,794.22; $15,583.46;- $52r
railafternoon, the transcontinental
$09,188 compared with that of last nominations:
were stoned and mobbed.
383.39.
ways filed In the commerce court, bills
Governor. "
He was made commodore In 1898 year. The taxable property In 1910
Colfax,
$1,363.54; $8,297.63;
attacking the Interstate commerce
Lieutenant Governor.
and soon after was appointed In com was $1,333,234, and in 1911 $1,264,046.
commission orders and asking for en
Secretary of State.
mand of the flying squadron which In tbe Increase column are agricul
$16c
$4,434.92;
Curry, $3,459.61;
these orders
injunction restraining
sheep $5,372;
Attorney General.
799.19.
went In search of the Spanish fleet tural lands $25,831;
from going Into effect.
Treasurer.
Dona Ana, $1,694.81; $3,865.65; $55
war having been declared between stock In banks, $10,635. In the deAuditor. "
crease column are Improvement on
806.03. .
Spain and the United States.
Superintendent of Publlo Instruc- EARTHQUAKES CAUSE PANIC
lands, $48,216; city lota
agricultural
$30,- $9,266.24;
Eddy, IS.6S8.50;
Commodore Schley on the Brooklyn
IN ECUADOR TOWN.
on
tion
lots,
city
735.83headed off the Spanish Admiral Oer-ver- a $21,520; Improvements
Land
Commissioner.
saw
horses,
$16,858;
mills, $23,163;
$64
$6,315.20;
Grant, $2,771.01;
when he attempted to escape
Religion Prooesslon Organized to Im 877.80.
Corporation Commissioners.
$20,832;
cattle, $10,057; carriages,
from Clenfuegos, July 3, Admiral
plore Providence for ProtecJudges of the Supreme Court.
$9,376; household goods, $12,103.
Guadalupe, $2,199.84; $2,202.11; $23,- tion and Mreey.
Sampson having been eight miles
Members of Congress.
. ),
188.17.
Mr. Miller Back.
re
the
shall
famouus
be
away during
engagement.
A majority of all votes
Luna. $660.09; $4,687.61; $37,991.77.
Territorial
Engineer Charles D.
After the war the famous Sampson-Schle- y
Oct 4. A
to nominate and the roll of
Guayaquil,
Ecuador,
McKinley, $266.42; $2,217.27; $10,- Is back from Chicago where he quired
Miller
In
arose
called
on
was
earth
shock
felt
which
led
be
here
naming
will
controversy
counties
slight
273.41.
to the convening or a "court of d went on buslnes sconnected with the the Democratic central committee to Tuesday. The movement was more
$22.
Mora,
$3,646.26;
$3,153.06;
on some of the
Rear Admirals Benham and Ram Carey Act. He called
consist of two members from each pronounced at Guaranda and Rio Baba 004.06.
great bonding and irrigation compa
sey.
where
Rio
ensued.
Baba
Dewey, though condemning the
At
ounty.
panics
$21,- Otero, $1,611.01; $10,644.99;
In
nies which are much interested
"loop" taken by Schley's ship in the New Mexico since statehood was
the people organized religious proces- 033.04.
Mr. Richardson Speaks.
engagement found the delays criticiz$38,- $7,395.60;
$5,355.90;
Quay,
Granville A. Richardson, who Is a sions, Imploring protection.
On bia way back he stopped
ed by the other members of the board granted.
461.30.
at Las Vegas where he Inspected the well krown lawyer, member of the
"Justifiable under the circumstances,"
SOLICITOR M'CABE RELIEVED
Rio Arriba, $951.47
$1,245.17;
Las Vegas and Santa Fe road and the constitutional convention and very
and he added his personal opinion
AT HIS OWN REQUEST 983.28.
Mineral Hill road, as well as the Can-fiel- popular throughout New Mexico, then
that Schley was in actual command of
$19,- Roosevelt $3,980.05
took the chair amidst the plaudits of
Irrigation dam.
the great battle which settled the war,
hundreds. Mr. Richardson delivered Opponent of Dr. Wiley Steps Down 616.92.
From
and Out
Pure Food
annihilating the Spanish fleet.
Sandoval, $113.19; $1,045.75; $23,- a brief but forceful speech, the keyXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Board.
229.97.
X
The Democratic State Con- - X note of which was '"Let the people
D. C, Oct 3. SolicWashington,,
San Juan, $888.94; $3,687.45; $11,
X ventlon nominated W. C. Mc- - X rule.1' He was cheered to the echo.
MASSACHUSETTS REPUBLICANS
ensued about wait itor McCabe of the department of agri- 397.30.
ENDOR8E TAFT POLICIES. X Donald of Carrlzozo, Lincoln X Some discussion
own
culture
has
been
his
at
relieved
committee
Santa Fe, $1,257.64 $4,167.23; $23,
the
of
X county, for
governor on the X ing for the report
as word was re- request from further duty on the pure 410.11.
Are Especially Pleased With Veto of X first ballot and after listening X on resolutions but
food board. McCabe was an opponSierra, $116.11; $2,223.44; $21,433.- X to his speech of acceptance, X ceived that those much talked of resoTariff Bills and Say So
con- ent of Dr. Wiley in the controversy 73.
X adjounped to Thursday fora- - X lutions were far from ready, the
Vigorously,
Socorro, $2,090.13; $2,852.38t $70,
X vention decided to take a. recess at aired before a congressional commitX noonh
11 o'clock, until 2 p. m. when it was tee. Dr. Wiley remains on the board. 6S8.33.
Boston, Oct. ' 4. The Republican
would
Taos, $973.02; $2,161.70; $26,011.15.
hoped the resolution committee
state convention today adopted a
"' EXISTING FREIGHT RATES
be ready.
Torrance, $1,471.11; $1,993.75; $10,- platform, which, after condemning DUTCH STEAMER BURNED .i
TOO
HIGH.
ARE
259.66.
The delegates proceeded to their
IN THE FAR EA8T.
tbe Democrats in Congress for attackUnion
$27,- $4,305.44;
$2,901.62;
hotels, noting with amazement that
ing the tariff, praises the "wisdom and
as Wool, Hides, Pelts and Mohair From 767.58.
firmness of President Taft for inter- Was on Its Way From , Batavla to some of the pavements looked
Territories May Pay too Heavy
$90,- Valencia, $857.98; $1,575.38;
though blood had been shed, owing to
posing vetoes against such rash,
Liverpool Crew Embarks In
Tribute to Railroads.
439.95.
the rain filtering through the red por
disastrous tampering with
Boats for Sumatra.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 3. At the hear
Totals, $72,787.06; $150,247.07; $972,- tlons of the bunting and flags. "This
tbe prosperity and business of a great
Batavla, Dutch East Indies, Oct. 4.
of wool, hides, pelts and mohair 687.71.
lng
out
blood,"
we
for
are
as
looks
though
The Dutch steamer Ixion, bound from
people."
rates from Arizona to eastern mar
The administration
of President this port for Liverpool, has been sild one delegate smilingly.
ltets here yesterday, Examiner WTard ORIGINAL OF 8HERLOCK
Session.
Afternoon
off
the
Island
an
Is
near
Taft
burned
heartily endorsed.
Engano,
Interstate Commerce
HOLMES IS DEAD. '
Just before the opening of the ses Prouty of theheard
west coast of Sumatra. The steamseveral witnesses
Commission,
sent
one
chairman,
the
some
sion
to
the
took
25,
er's
crew, numbering
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as old Cleveland, in which he denounced the steers and bulls, born In 1909, num- - wltfl him for
hundreds ot borings, is such that
ico
South America. as Santa Fe. Like Santa Fe It has Senate bill as a disregard of Demo- bered 103,935. average value $17.32. otherg
Mining and Engineering World of last
there is every reason to believe that The and Central and
ha
hm'tn
heard
appearance of this
three railroads, but it has no Sowing cratio pledges, and an abandonment The total number of spring calves
week, in the editorial "Conservation,"
' the
thoroughly compactreputation and met
that the coal resources which will be
born in 1910 was 49 067 and the aver-- flrBt tim, Yea
of principles, i
ed by the enormous weight of the article, however, Is another proof of stream of water.
the careful study which foreign naln Bight two centuries froai today
It may be noted Dret,lrt
Deming pays the EI Paso Herald
, ,
of Conference age value $7.85.
"The Committee
overlying dam, will prove to be as tions are
Je
h(
of
will exceed those of our own day and
hel?
the commercial $5,000 a year to advertise it It pays
making
water-tigh- t
as the dam Itself. It is
eleven days but failed that the census of 1900 showed a largfor
wrangled
.
-'
of
Is
a
the
canal.
It
a newspaper writer $150 a month to to come to an
quite
true, as Prometheus states, that "this aspects
'
agreement. :' A second er number ot calves, namely, 188,762.1 :
I, ranerflHnn nnit that n a,.Av. nnin,
It spends $5,000 a conference was had.
l"b"te8,
becjmf hJ at least, approaching exhaustion Is a '
construction has been much discuss- question whether our own commer- do the writing.
Gorman stood This difference Is due to the fact that
the minus factor.
.
Bdml7"'
ed and severely criticised in Ameri- cial bodies and the federal govern year besides, In other ways for its firm on the ground that it must be the census of 1900 was taken a. of
.
.
i
Tin... ,ime worm
ment are
this subject the early Chamber of Commerce.
neeos anent
1
Deming has the Senate bill or nothing, and in the date June 1, after all the spring calve,
B,?rZ
reaiiy
ca," but it should be noted that this attention giving
yiitti
ons
n
which It desires.
It tha no millionaires.
the conservation question are reliable
criticism was made before the extenend compelled the House to surrender. were born, and the group "Calve." Incommerce of the United
.'
and official statistics, compiled, let lis
Does It pay? Bald a Deming boost This
of tariff reform ended eluded all cattle less than 1 year of, ' HoIm
sive borings and the carefully carried general
chapter
Brum will be elected to say, every twenty years or oftener.
and the Interests ot Its mer er to the writer at the Las
Vegas
out tests had
demonsrated to the States
The bill that was passed age; so that the number and average D
chant marine are to reap the legiti- convention last week: "Since I came ignobly.
rnorshlp by the grtttest
Such statistics would show the rate
satisfaction of our engineers that the
old Republican article, value of calves were greater than in'
the
like
was
ever
mate
unrlt5L
fruits of this great national
given any candidate on of- Irrroa- -an n uui
aa1 itwuurces or
to Deming two years ago I have made
A.., bum
when the census was taken as
In degree, except that
structure will be stable and secure
only
differing
In
we
should
ticket
Pl'can
take early steps enough on land I bought then to pay
"
the
fuel reserves, in the world's Iron ore
dertaking,
lumber were placed on the of April 15, and only "Calves born ln ttne
against seepage.
to safeguard our Interests by suitable every bit of the $11,800 that the Cham wool and
Nw
this
Mexico,
much the eupplieB, etc., and would not leave
were included in the compare- ,of,
list." f
Regarding the unquestionably seri- legislation.
It would be prefectly ber of Commerce expends each year free
In addition to the above, unenlmlty, the harmony the enthusl-88,82- 6 such statistics to the personal vagaous slides in the Culebra Cut to which
What freo wool did to New Mexico tive group.
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ries of different authors.
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expected and provided for in the es way of the canal, these benefits which would do
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s
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me,
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tion that ln 1912 the Congress of the
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timate of final cost
Mexican to go
has paid every live businessman and necessary for the New
by our present coast-wis- e
reported for 1910 was 8,264.012. aue"iue 'Journal directed ita venom World's geologists to be held in Tocharacter of the Culebra Mountain traffic In other
into details. Suffice It to say, that
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words. Congress property owner in the city."
mature
were
Of
2,304,292
eweB
ronto, Canada, will assemble statistics
these,
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But the greatest service of
rains and floods sometimes make the
systematic canvass to determine Government and the hysterics of
Journal ha inaugurated.
such statistical compilations, will lie
most careful and elaborate calcula League, smile! Sheriff Romero was what rooms can be had and what citi- terested capitalists have both been Of these, 139,340 were classified by
elected to county office on a platform
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in their enabling future
Wall Street seems
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zens would be willing in case of over done.
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to
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to his credit, that unlike some Amerireported
accomodated,
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to the advantage of no- horses not classified by age, with an tlon'
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employes in hazardous occupations,
himself laugh- nothing like being prepared for the be wasted,
quicker than
It comes.
the fact that the Panama region is able. All hall making
body. This step ln commerclnl pro- average value of $24.72.
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to Jesus Romero, the rush when
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The total number of mules of all' Tne
gress muBt and ought to be retained.
comparatively free from such violent president of the Progressive League
the Progressive League corrupt practice act and a secret
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A war between Italy and Turkey
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can "nd everything
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There
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But, the public senti- that of Turkey, that Italy would have ple distinction, but there are naturally value of $53.23; and 303 spring colts
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o
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MEN WANTED
FO.R FOREST RANGERS,
Civil Service Examination at Santa
en October 23 to 24 for Assistant at $1100 a Year.

Fa

AFTER NAMING STRONG TICKE

Vagoa Mound; A. W. Pollard nomt- r.ated U. H. Williams of Demlng;
Thomas B. Catron nominated George;
W. Armljo, and the convention went
wild with enthusiasm as he did so, and
K. J. Sanford nominated M. S. Groves
of Carlsbad.
Armljo Leads.
The ballot resulted as follows:
Oeorge W. Armljo, 263.
, U. H. Williams 254.
M. S. Groves, 189.
J. E. Saint, 117.
Bias Sanchez, 84,
. .i
- 1 H,n.1...
.1
uo amat mics
mweio uov,..
nominees of the party. The last nom- .nation, on the roll were those for

AEROPLANE FLI0HT8 AT
ALBUQUERQUE

FAIR,

,

Washington. D. C October 3. The
Civil Service Commission will hold an
Financial Statement Show examination
for Assistant Forest
1911.
The Well Distributed Geographically and Wisely Selected
Ranger on October
$1,050,147.72 Was
U. S. Department of Agriculture esti
Delegates Expect 5,000 to 12,000 Majority for Men
,There August 1.
mates that 400 eliglbles will be needed
Asseason
the
1912,
field
of
during
They Nominated- .- Oratory Flowed Until 3 a. m., and
sistant Forest Rangers are paid an
CAPITOL
UNO SPAN entrance
salary of $1,100 per annum.
Many Remarkable Ovations for Nominees, Especially
ISJPICK
WJJLARK,
One of the examinations will be at
.
Fe Cohorts
for
Curry, Clancy and Armijo.-San- ta
Santa Fe.
x,"
""re"- '.
...
n
V.:,:
I,.,..,,..,
u.iinuu vuuimu;, vi new xurn Solomon
For CO HQ
Thorough Home Cleaning In The examinations will be held at
Luna, Treasurer; Two
Home This Evening to Take Needed Rest
k "Wi. two each day
who was re- - 'ity- In
L. Bradford
National
Forest
Prince,
Headquarters
1
from Each County Are
Before
rrogret
u
lu au
uunoreu
or
leei
endorsement
California
a
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas,
celvlng
magnificent
Convention.
o" Wednesday, Thursday and
Selected.
for one of the honors and had many
Kansas,
Colorado, Florida, Idaho,
of falr wek. Because of the
Lbs Vegas, N.M.,
Sept 30. The Alexander Read nominated W.
pledges from various county delega- - Frlda7.
Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Ne
fact
tnat
auditor
'
and
have
of
there
broke
for
state
failed to make
viators
oratory
Sargent
Workmen were kept busy all morn- vada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, pent up floods
Las Vegas, September 30. The new
tlons, refused to permit bis name to
afternoon and last evening, being no opposition he was nominat to before the convention. A. B. Fall ouu
mBny
"irs ana expos territorial central committee met this
ing cleaning up the corridor and offi South Dakota, Utah, Washington and
tbe
of
tloni.
ed
with
was
state
acclamation.
the
and
convention
have
the
people
deluged
by
nominated Elfego Baca of AlbuquerNo examination will be
ce! of thecapltol not only for the Wyoming.
morning for organization Thomas B.
Solomon Luna was the first
flowery
speeches that
nominating
que, W. E. Holt nominated Ralph C. 'ooked skeptically on the assurance Catron was made temporary chairman
'coming home" of the officials from held In Michigan,
unIn
In
session
that
nomin
the
successful
be
the
will
break
O.
made
nominated
flights
tired
when
making
L.
and
Fullen
delegates
kept
precedent
La Vegas this evening but for the
The law requires that,
and Jose D. Sena, temporary secreEly
prac
ations. He made no flowery oration, George Curry and in spite of the fact In Albuquerque,
must
be til 3 o'clock this morning.
Rangers
tary. L. O. Fullen nominated for peropening of the Democratic conven- ticable. Forest
"We have assured and convinced manent chairman Solomon Luna who
After working seventy hours con- but the candidate be placed In nomin that It was 2 o'clock In the morning
tion In the Hall of Representatives qualified citizens of the state or ter
.
Sylvestre and the delegates were weary to ex. people In other state that a Curtlss declined the honor.
ritory In which the National ForeBt tinuously at caucus, committee and ation for state treasurer,
Tuesday, October 3.
The capitol It not only beautifully on which they are appointed Is situa convention, very little attention was MlrabaL was chosen by acclamation haustlon, he aroused them to the high- - aeroplane and a Curtlss aviator can Colonel Venceslao Jaramlllo of El
est pitch of enthusiasm. They arose fly and we will convince the people of Rita, was then unanimously chosen
Since the list of local eliglbles paid to these oratorical efforts but In record breaking time.
decorated with varicolored pennants ted.
It took Just two and a halt minutes from their seats and again and again New Mexico also," Is what the Curtlss as permanent chairman. Herbert W.
and bunting but Is presenting a spick must be exhausted before eliglbles calls of "time" In attention and witty
to people wired the fair association here Clark was elected permanent secreand span appearance following a thor residing in other states can be ap side remarks tailed to stop the flow from the time he was nominated un cheered "Plain Oeorge Curry"
til he appeared on the platform to whom the title of Honorable seemed three days ago. "Charles F. WalBh," tary, and Solomon Luna, treasurer.
pointed, the chance of citizens of out- of words.
ough house cleaning.
"will
When the ballot was the telegram continued,
Colonel Jaramlllo made a ringing
side states who go to the National
unnecessary.
While this did not change a single accept the honor.
make
First Official Back.
finished It was found that Oeorge Cur- - successful flights, having accomplish-r- speecn or acceptance and declared
Former Governor M. A. Otero, the Forest States and take the examina- vote nor nominate a single candidate
Took Recess.
had 278 votes and Elfego Baca 238 ed many In altitudes equal to that of that he would carry on the campaign
Is the orators seemed to feel better
territorial treasurer, was the first of tion to secure an appointment
The convention then took a recess votes.
R. C. Ely had 90 votes. The Albuquerque. WalBh is one of our along progressive lines. He said that
the officials to return home. He ar small.
after they had relieved them selves for supper and reassembled at
first two were declared the nominees Dest meD,"
of of tbelr message.
the Republican party was born In the
The requirements and duties
rived last night from Las Vegas.
o'olock.
ror congressmen.
Forest Rangers are thus described in
Clark Sends Message.
Slx club, haTe thu, ter en..r.rt fh- - cradle of progresslveness such as is
And what a host of orators there
Edward A. Mann placed In
Judge
The Use Book" which contains the are In the Repub.-ca- n
ine convention men seraeu
"I was beat to a frazzle was the sucbaseball tournament, Santa Fe, Albu- - exemplified In the platform adopted
party. If elo nomination for
attorney
general,
nan-inby the Republican state convention.
,uiuor uuur ji luuuua
cinct and humorous telephone mess regulations and' Instructions for the quence alone can win a campaign, the Frank W. Clancy. The ovation given
Plnuta
n,lern
of
emblem
was
the
as
selected
w ' . , th. The committee made arnsngements
and E p
age aent to several friends in the capi use of the National Forest:
ticket Is elected from top to bottom Mr. Clancy was second only to that flag
must
ucw
to
In
Ul
be
of
muiiuiuA
Public
of
lire
tcnuai
any grade
ranger
carry on an energetic and systetol by Superintendent
by a majority of at least 30,000 votes. which had been accorded Holm O lot. wo.
"I. i
. (Km namarf ah onnntv AtUk j add Ipim.
struction J. E. Clark who was defeat thoroughly sound and
tlon to aeroplane fllehts. matic campaign with headquarters at
But unfortunately
on the Demo- Bursum and Secundino Romero. He
Santa Fe.
ed for the nomination for his present capable of enduring hardships and cratic side there Is said to be Just was nominated
cln' The committee consists of the folpln 1 hor
by acclamation and It made In the manner of selecting the
office by A. B. Stroup of Albuquerque performing severe labor under trying twice as many "speel binders."
will be many other notable at- there
selection
his
noticeable
was
that
gave
J
executive committee, one member to
conditions.
members:
He must be able to take
Civil Service Exams.
"1 extensive hortl- - lowing
The
oratory began Immediately Intense satisfaction to the convention be chosen from each Judicial district 'ra"tlon''
Bernalillo: Frank A. Hubbell, W. S.
The Civil Service will hold an ex care of himself and his horses In re
''"
an
to
was
to
when
called
audience.
the
and
convention
3
m.i
"V
the
a.
at
convention
The
Strickler.
niui,
for gions remote from settlement and sup
adjourned
,
November 6 and
amination
'
"
at four
Then came the surprise of the ev today,
ipetieu 10 prove great
He must be able to build order yesterday afternoon
Chaves: E. A. Cahoon, L. O. Fullen.
several vacancies to be filled for the plies.
wir
iu
visitors.
hour
Bernato
had
it
of
meet
o'clock.
old
An
veteran
the
will
Up
The
committee
evening
and
'f
central
ening.
E. C.
deal
and
Colfax: J. R. Stretcher,
alls
cabins, ride, pack,
post of Inspector of Safety Appliances
Crampton.
and four for the post of Inspector of tactfully with all classes of people. lillo county named Stewart called at been conceded that James E. Clerk this forenoon for organization and to THOMAS J. CURRAN
tention to a vital omission in the plat- would be nominated for superintend map out plans for an energetic cam
Curry: A, J. Metheny, Roy P.
Hours of Service.
Applicants should He must know something of land surHAD THRILLING
EXPERIENCE, Loomis.
ask Secretary Parsons of the local veying, estimating and scaling tim form of the party and the convention ent of puDllc Instruction. Edward A. paign to be begun withoutIs any delay.
confident
Dona Ana: H. O. Bowman, Oscar
Today every delegate
ber, logging, land laws,, mining and after listening to his spirited remarks Mann for the Bernalillo county dele
board for papers.
In Cooney Canon In Mogollons
about the old solaiers
which were gation which stands first on the alpha that the Republicans have selected a Flood
Lohman.
the livestock business.
Financial Statement,
His
Carried
Home
and
Away
due
consideraOn some forests the ranger must warmly endorsed by Thomas B, Cat- betical list, and was therefore called winning ticket. Upon
Eddy: M. S. Groves, Frank New- Traveling Auditor Joerns has made
Did Other Destruction,
tion It will be found that the nominakirk.
a financial statement of the offices of he a specialist In one or more of
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frenzied relapses, pains In the Joints the country show that every state ad- Malaqulas Martinez for lieutenant
nom finish factories in El Paso. The Pear- - with cotton bales. In many Instances here.
and a very low mortality. This fever mitted to the union elected Its )ist governor. ' There were many flowery John R, McFle. Mr, Renehan's
has been known to exist In Edwards delegate In congress as its first Unit- - eeconds and Mr. Martinez was nomin inating speech was one of the three son Company has decided definitely, railroad facilities have not been ade- great speeches of the convention, and tt-- erect extensive factories In that io-- quate to the demands for transporta-callty- , James C. Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
county at the head of the Nueces ed states senator.
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JURY IN TEXAS. tee to escort Mr. Martinet to the ros
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Frank W. Parker, 270.
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Aviator Charles P. Walsh of the Cur-tlss Exhibition Company Will Bs
In Charge Next Week.
Albuquerque, N, M., Oct. 2. The
New Mexico
Fair
Association,
through the columns of the New Mex- He Is Named Chairman o
ican, wishes to assure the people of
Santa Fe and oi all New Mexico, that
the Republican Central
aeroplane flights will be made at the
Committee
New Mexico state fair, to be held in
Albuquerque October 9 to 14, as ad- Writ.."
.
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SEC ARY
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than always to tear down.
If their conversion should prove
genuine, they might set a standard for
Gradual
the rest of the community.
ly and Justifiably might be set aside
the Indigo lenses that now distort our
mutual relations the frown be dis
carded for the smile, the clenched fist
And better that
for the handshake.
It should be struggling sunshlua for
a while, rather than the futile, boot
artificial effulgence of
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That smile was too forced; It has
come off. A new attempt would fare
better In a gentler cultivation of geniality.
One of the country's leading cap
of the general
tains of Industry
"As I see the situation,
situation:
the tea grounds are slowly sinking
to the bottom of the cup.. The clear
dreg-fre- e
at the
liquid la gathering
top. In short the situation la beginn
ing to clear.. ' A lot of the terrible
things that It seemed might happen
will not happen. There will, In all
probability, be no European war, an
the labor situation will right Itself
without radical strike outbreaks. Of
course, poor trade conditions are likely to obtain for months, but we are
the calamity
far from 'approaching
which nervous souls have dreaded,
To my mind the worst feature of
the business life of this country today is the spirit of 'knocking the other
fellow.' The man who has is Jealous
of the man who has more. The little
fellow craves the wherewithal to ape
There Is
his more affluent neighbor.
Infinitely too much of the ' spirit of
and the
Keeping up with Lizcle'
worst feature Is It has bred a national
mental characteristic of saying hate
ful, spiteful things about our business
AH this Is
neighbors and associates.
Business can only pros
destructive.
per through exchange of mutual con
fidence and confidence never yet
flourished in a sink-hol- e
of envy and
narrow prejudice, t What we need Jb
more of the spirit ot all pulling to
A national
'boosters club'
gether.
would restore national prosperity In- ;.
side of 24 hours.
,
'
"The railway employes, numbering
over 1,000,000 would, if men thought
aright, be endeavoring to build up the
business of their roads instead of
measuring the world with the yardstick of union recognition. The big
banker would give the little banker
a lift; the big merchant would con
sider the protection of the country
retailer an integral part of his own
Of course, this sounds
business.
Quixotic, but It is because we have
got so far away from this frame of
mind and find Jt hard to see any good
in each other that we also find it nearly impossible to see any good In the
general business situation.
Let's
have more of the spirit of live and let
.
live."

Wi

auf;

;
. pOR
While Herbert J, Hagerman Is 'rail
state
ing against the Republican
tisket, it mlgnt be well' to recall that
tne candidate! upon it ipr two oi we
most Important offices, were appointed or reappointed
by Herbert J.
If, among all the men in
Hagerman.
New Mexico In 1906 and 1907, he
could find no more capable or worthier
of territorial
men for the places
auditor than William O. Sargent, and
for commissioner of public lands
than Robert P. Ervien, surely, he will
not now condemn the Republican
state convention for picking them for
the same places. No one will dare
to assert that Hagerman, while governor, would have appointed any but
men of the strictest integrity' and the
loftiest cha.raq.tcr to places so important.
One of these men had then.
has now and will in the new state
have the scrutiny of all public accounts, will be the watchdog of the
The other was then, is now
treasury.
and will be the custodian of the
lands and would have to be the
ne essential party to any conspiracy
to rob the Territory of its publlo
lands It such a conspiracy were possible.
If the Republican party has
any plans to loot the public funds
and steal the1 public lands. It would
certainly not have nominated Hagerman appointees for state auditor
and state land commissioner, as it has
done, nor have selected for their le
gal adviser a man of such rugged honesty as Frank W. Clancy. Why would
any "gang" so intent on despoiling
the commonwealth ot money and
lands make so foolish a move that in
itself frustrates all such plans? For
que?

4"

AND THE PUBLIC quantity or as Indemnity by this Act
shall be selected under the direction
LANDS.
confession of weakness on and subject to the approval of the

THE GOVERNOR

It Is a
the part of the opponents of the

Re-

Secretary of the Interior, from the
unreserved, unappropriated
end nonmlneral public lands of the
United States within the limits of said
State, by a commission composed 6f
the governor, surveyor general, or
other officer exercising the functions
of a surveyor general, and the attorney general of the said state."
There Is evidently not much chance
for grabbing any territorial lands
contract oi mat
under an Iron-cla- d
The governor of the state
kind.
would find It easier to deed himself
a farm on the moon than he would to
swipe an acre jot the publlo lands
granted the Territory.
The Constitution of New Mexico
adds further provisions and restrictions, which take the administration
cf the lands altogether out of the
hands of the Governor and places itIn the legislature and the commissloner of public lands." The latter,,
o the Constitution declares: "shall
select, locate, classify, and have the
direction, control, care and disposition
of all oublic lands." The Constitu
tion provides further:
'That such of school sections two
as
thirtv-two- .
sixteen snd thirty-si- x
to other state
are not contiguous
ionri
hll not be sold within the
oeriod of ten years next after the ad
mission of New Mexico as a state for
leas than ten dollars pet acre."
Surely, the Republican Congress
and the Republican constitutional con
have thrown safeguards vention
nrnlind the Dubllc lands, have fortlland
floit them well against such
of
need as resulted In the location as
such magnificent stretches of land
are included or were Included In the
Hagerman Estate, or are dominated
of Linby the big cattle companies
similarly
coln and other counties
situated. '

There Is sufficient ot a balance In MAKING USE OF"
' OLD TIMBER LENGTHtT
the Territorial Treasury to pay off
the entire bonded indebtedness of
New Mexico.
It wasn't that way Wast
That. Resulted From Old1
when the Democrats relinquished the
Was Enormous But Is
rathod
f
more
than
territorial government
,
Being Eliminated,
fourteen years ago.
In those days
Washington, D. C, October 4
New Mexico's credit was below par,
carried on last year by
current expenditures could not be; the U, S. Department of Agriculture,
with lumber manufacmet, and yet, there were but a few
publlo Institutions, hardly any school turers In the South, to determine the
correct
To saving that can p effected by using
To the hearing of the referee, for system, no public Imprevement
v. oaa lengths of lumber aa well as
six months, witnesses were invited aay, tne territory s creau m,
so
territorial
or
even, has begun to bear fruit That Inand the Hagerman expert was Bum- Par, twenty
for
the
are
maintained
so.
tlons
being
to testify, but refused to do
vestigation showed, that a material
Is
the
far
school
system
on
public
the defensive people,
Mr. Bursum Is not
saving was practicable, and at a relu this matter, the official records and In advance of what it was a decade cent meeting of a Southern
Association the fact
the court proceedings are an open.and a half ago, and the tax rate haB
a' 'beginning has'
book and were made 'public at'thei been reduced in ttie pasttwo years was
dol'tbs.nevr plan
been mads,
time and will again be brought id light from 14.(1 mills to lo milts on the
"'
Into practice,, and,, Jjht.;an increase
;
as the most conclusive answer td tht lftf. 'H ."
.'.
in the sale of odd lengths is anticir
dirty falsehoods that are now'' being; ,,
"'I
f Tat was a body blow that Hon. H; pated for the near future,
circulated; ...
,..!.
,:
dealt
the
Progressives
It, wag formerly the custom1,' and
It la a matter of record that all pro- ft Fergusson
ceedings had been barred by the stat' yesterday when be declared that they generally is so still) tcV sell lumber
ute of limitations, but Holm O. 'Bur. were as good 'as the Democrats. Every In even lengths only. " Waste reof the twenty Progressivea
sulted from cutting oft the ends of
Bum put in a special answer Uo the on
waiving thlB statute so sembled in Santa Fe today la con-th- odd length! to make them even. A
the Hagerman charges might bsvinced that he is better and holler considerable percentage of a sawThat is,
investigated.
(than anyone else. For smug bypo- mill's output 1b defective.
each one of them has It on the boards have had knots, decayed spots,
The Hagerman statements in
old.
However, tney or split ends, and the defective parts
erence to the penitentiary are not Pharisees of
Progressives, in are cut out, To make an even length
nearer to the truth than hia public are only
.
are as
and
doctrine
ot what remains, it is often necessary
W.
they
statement on Monday evening that
spirit
Martin nominated Mr. Bursum to actionary as the Chinese ot a hundred to cut off a foot of good wood with
"Real" progressiveness the bad, and It Is wasted. ' The practhe governorship, and deserve no cred- - years ago.
ence whatever. Mr.
Martin
wai is iouno omy wuum lue neiiuuuuau tice of marketing odd lengths as well
as even Is meant to lessen this waste.
not even a member of the atate con- - party ranks.
The sale of odd lengths of lumber
ventlon at Las Vegas and the nominaIt's to be a battle between saints will frequently lessen waste In the
tion was made by John E. Griffith.
nominated
their woods also; for example, a log may
The Republicans
St. be cut fifteen feet long which, folhas ticket on the day dedicated to
Territorial
Secretary Jaffa
lowing the old custom, would be cut
""
""
Treasurer
paid over to Territorial
In New only fourteen, and the extra foot .
Otero $6190.00, incorporation fees for creeon, the latter symbolising
Ch"leB A- - Sp ess had It would be left in the woods,
the quarter Just ended. In Arizona M'00'
e Democratic party tnat
'The Introduction of 'odd lengths
and In some other Democratic states,
Ne
meets with opposition from many
fees have been ' perqul- f9u
Parf 88nominated
- In Mexi co.
The
who are prejudiced In favor
builders
sites ot some favorite officiate.to St. or even
New Mexico, a Republican legislature their ticket on the day sacred
simpiy Because iney
lengins
kind.
m to it. that the
monev is Francis, who is the natron of this have never used any
ha.
covered Into the territorial treasury.. indent city,
Nevertheless, there arertany places
n laoita nmnnni- snnlinllv
Aal4vai
in which odd pieces are more econo.kT.
H,M.tr.t..' While the political end will be to mical than even ones for Instance,
.i
th nelt "'x week'''
fo
the
1b
used.
ourlnf
studding
that under the Republican regime,
- reader . tremem where
Following former custom, the ends
capital U being encouraged to come J
"
even
"
must be cut from
Into New Mexico for the developlengths
Part of the life of New Mexico and
the timbers fit. "' Some manuwh .hoof that
300,000 people In this great com- tn
of
facturers
flooring
successfully sell
nrtv
nn.ulon
n.mn.i
r a
odd and even .lengths, thus lessening-rastfata thono vrnnlH ha an 1m in A.
at
work other than politics for
In the woods, at the mill, and
diate and decided falling oft both in fnd
in the construction of buildings.
the number of incorporations and the,'"1
capital that they represent tor wher- The Republican party platform ad- TOOTHACHE PREVENT8 JONES
ever radical Democracy. Is rampant
opted at LasVegas last week does
FROM DELIVERING "KEYNOTE."
there exists business distrust
ot making he at itude of the
Mexico by surrendering td the Demo-'a
blue
ballot
individual
the
toward
macratic party would lose all thoee
With four dentists In the city on
terlal benefits that it had' hoped to
would hardly think a toothache a very
vote for or against making the consti serious matter, but Just that little
attain through and with statehood.
tution easily amended and still remain trouble delayed the "entire game"
a good Republican.
the opening
this
UNFORTUNATE CHARLESTON.
NOT ON THE'iQEF'ENSIVe.U,
The .official records of the courts
and the territory will bear out the faot
that no records of the penitentiary
were destroyed while Holm O. Bursum
was superintendent Robert C. Gort- ner, the district attorney appointed
by Herbert J. Hagerman, testified In
oivirt fht h. fnnnii the records and
accounts of the penitentiary to be

Iqstltu-mone-

d

'

brought-bdnkai-

f

;

'

'

y

re-K-

publican State ticket, when they raise
a hue and cry about the danger to the
Even if those lands
public lands.
were at the disposal of the governor,
or of any or all of the officials of the
I
new state, they would certainly be in
safer hands if In charge of Republican officers than they would be in
Democratic custody.
But the administration of the public lands is not subject to fluctuations
of political expediency, or the vagar
FOLLOW THE BELL WETHER.
ies of changes In local government.
Have
you
Democratic
Mr.
Delegate:
The Enabling Act, as a condition pre
been permitted a voice in the draft
cedent to the granting of these lands
Democratic
the
of
platform? Have
ing
in Sections 10 and 1L lays down very
you had a say-so- , besides voting "yes' WY,
definite restrictions and limitation! in
i
or "no" In the selection ot your can
the administration of those lands. It
d I dates? Did you not come to Santa
Bine-fodeclares:
Fe Imbued with an overpowering re
1. That the lands must be "held
solve to do the very best for the peo
In trust."
'
Incum
ple, to bake your Influence felt to
2. No mortgage Or other
have embodied in the platform vital,
brance of the said lands, or any part
living principles, such as perhaps, Vi
thereof, shall be valid in favor of any
prohibition, or local option, or some
person or for any purpose or under
other issue that you deemed a living
any circumstances whatsoever.
one? And haven't you run up against
3. "Said lands shall not be sold or
a stone wall, a small coterie of bosses
leased, in whole or in part, except to
a
bidder
at
who have managed the Democratic
public
the highest and best
"
auction to be held at the county seat
party for their own glory and selfish
'
of a county wherein the lands to be
ends, lo, these many years? If you
out
of
the
ordin
affected or the major portion thereof,
are
haven't, then you
shall lie, notice of which public aucary, for the impression of at least twobeenhave
given
shall
first
duly
of the delegates seems to be
thirds
tion,
that they came to Santa Fe to say ;
by advertisement, which shall set
morning, postponing
of
forth the nature, time and place
merely "yes," to what the bosses had
of the Democratic state convention unv
Few American cities have suffered
THE EXPLANATION.
the transaction to be bad with a full
batched out long beforehand, and now
til
about 11:30 a, m., or an hour later
so often and so seriously from the ' Mr. Roosevelt finds a number of
description of the lands to be offered,
propose with sanctimonioua mien and
than schedule time.
Caro-Charleston.
as
elements
anery
Drinto
for
week
arbitration
each
once
treaty.
the
and be published
flamboyant declarations, to the rank
It appears that A. A. Jones, the man
beautiful city by the sea was
not less than ten successive weeks in
clpa of wnlcn appeR1.g t0 be the fact elected temporary chairman of the
and file. Do you wonder that the lina's
Civil War. It
the
in
to
burned
ashes
itfor
Mr.
Is
a newsnaoer of general circulation
Taft
that
Topeka Capt convention and upon, whom devolved
Democratic party in New Mexico has
an earth- tal.
published regularly at the state capi
been defeated every time the past fif was practically destroyed by
the duty ot sounding the "keynote
1886. It was wrecked by cyin
THE GOVERNOR'S LEGAL ADvTsFfl teen
quake
is
tal, and In that newspaper of like cir
about to receive the
years, and
speech" suffered with toothache last
culation which shall tben be puDiisaThe New Mexican yesterday empha- worst licking in, New Mexico hiBtory? clone and tidal wave In 4893. It was
MANY DO.
.
night, and this morning it was found
ed nearest to the location of the lands
sized the high character of the Repub- Do not take the, New Mexican's word hurt by a smaller earthquake In 1907,
That Pennsylvania old maid who is he had an ulcerated tooth, His face
so offered."
lican nominees for the supreme court but ask your own political friends and Just now it has borne a million.
t0 break UP baJW hoe
showed the pain ' he was suffering.
4. "Nor shall any sale or contract
and for district Judges. Only second and compatriots about it and let them dollar loss and in 15 lives the brunt of, writing-letter- s
might have taken- out The newB was spread around and it
the recent hurricane. With .unconquer.
in importance to the territory la the
for the sale of any timber or other
to
thesubmlted
you
explain
diagram
her writing propensities in sending was decided necessary to select 4 annatural product . of such lands be
BUILD FOR A CHANGE.
legal adviser of the governor, of the if you do not tally grasp its meaning, able courage the brave old city rises "communications to editors." Louischairman. The Dem
other
from every disaster,- and the- world
Are we to witness the resuscitation other officials, and of the various
made, save at the place, In the man'' ocratictemporary
Post. J
'
"v
Central- Committee
hurried
?
boards and commissions, the attorney
once more gives It sympathy and god- ville
ner and after the notice by publica of the "sunshine clubs?" '
over to the capitol, went Into session
i A CLUMSY, STUPID LIE.
tion thus provided for sales and leases
The past few days has brought a general. The Republican nominee,
speed in its present trouble. Chicago
'
In Denver, a dangerous rival ot the in the office of the supreme court
.
of the lands themselves."
few stray exhortations of this sort, Frank W. Clancy, even the ProgresExaminer.
It Is Just another one of th
divorce court seems to have sprung in- - clerk and finally sent word through
6. "All lands, leaseholds, timber, looking to the reorganiration of these sives and most of the Democrats ad- clumsy, stupid lies, but none the less
and other products of land before societies of cheer flourtsntng in lsws, mit, is a man of high character,
Inner circle of to existence. During the past month Isaac A. Barth that H. B. FergUBBon
The
of nefarious, because it is so difficult to
beina offered shall be appraised at moribund in 1910 and extinct In 1911. unquestioned integrity, of great- - learn- follow up,, and even fiftyyears from five bosses of the Democratic party three wives have killed their husbands would deliver the speech In place of
their true value, and no sale or other Thus a captain of industry is quoted ing and ability and experience. In now there will be probably gullible in New Mexico met yesterday in prl-- l because of inteilc'.ty. There Is more Mr. Jones at 11:30 a. m. Cheers
a
of Mr.
fact, there is not another man in New people who will accept it as gospel vate conclave and over the cigars and or less personal danger connected greeted the announcement
disposal thereof shall be made for a in these columns to the effect that
consideration less than the value so national 'boosters club' would restore Mexico, quite so well fitted to be at truth no matter how often denied. whiskey, fixed the slate which was to with this affinity business, ' which Fergusson's name and there was much
less national
In 24 hours.' torney general of New Mexico than
ascertained nor In any case
Herbert J. Hagerman, at be forced down the throats of the danger is a good thin.; for civilization. applause when Mr. Barth called him
prosperity
"that Peerless Leader of Democracy."
than the minimum price hereinafter Thus also the Fourth National Bank is Frank W. Clancy. The legal phase Albuquerque, at. a meeting on Monday 300 to 400 delegates.
For a time,
The Albuquerque Morning Journal The delegates then filed out of the
fixed, nor upon credit unless accom- of New York declares In Its monthly enters Into almost
every executive afternoon, . preffded over by that there was screeching and walling, but
'
panled by ample security, and the circular that "what the country needs and administrative question' and ac great reformer, i Jesus Romero, stated finally the raspy noise from the pro- - apparently Is trying to start a run on hall and the visitors left the galleries,
legal title shall not be deemed to now Is a distinctly encouraging con- tion and the need of sound advice at groaf lengtjjjftnd with much gusto testing Young Cossacks indicated that an Albuquerque bank. It is a kindly returning to the ptaza there to await
that will stand the test of the courts and verbosity, that Holm O. Bursum they were gulping down the dose with way it has of helping the business the opening of the convention.
have passed until the consideration structive campaign."
shall have been paid."
To the rank and file of pessimists, of not only In New Mexico but in other was nominated .for governor of New as few grimaces and as little fuss community and its town. It is a dirty, In
tbe meantime it is Bald Mr. Fer
t.
between
seem
an
line
Is
of
east
the
ui
6. "Lands
New Mexico before the State Convention as possible.
oui
Jurisdictions,
course, tne times
In answer to protests, despicable, criminal effort. It is car-th- e
guson looked over a book of synoThe national business ma- Mexico has been very fortunate in at Las Vegas, by a former district
ranges eighteen and nineteen east of Joint.
spokesman tor the inneV circle of rying the "rule or ruin," and "let us nyms to
gather new vocabularies and
the New Mexico principal meridian chine creaks and groans sadly to their commanding the services of this pub clerk, a former; bookkeeper "at the five, calmly remarked:
"We know have trouble," proposition to its limit
took some deep breathing exercises to
;
v
shall not be sold for less than five ears. They take a lugubrious Joy In lic spirited, able lawyer and is to be Penitentiary;
a former New Mexico better what is good for the party than
dollars per acre, and lands west of fearing and predicting that more cogs congratulated that It will have him legislator and legislative official.
It you newcomers and youngsters!"
Some of the Democratic delegates put him in perfect poise for sounding
for the first attorney general of the Is merely another He like all the other
raid line shall not be sold for less will slip, or other parts work awry,
Take your dose!" the kennel left for home today; more are going the "keynote," so that it will not sound
than three dollars per acre, and no it the whole contraption don't break new state, when on account of chang lies told about Holm O. Bursum. No, owner said to the pup as he blew tonight and many more are arranging too much like a swan song.
lands which are or shall be suscep down.
Yet, one and all, they lend ed conditions, his advice will be sought Mr, Hagerman, Holm O. Bursum was a tablespoonful of castor oil down the to decamp tomorrow. . "What Is the
j ..-.more frequently and urgently than not nominated for the governorship pup's throat
tible of Irrigation under any project not lubricating oil, but vinegar.
use of our staying longer," one of them STOCKS RECOVER AFTER '
,
adopor
hereafter
or
now
"
completed
Bald this noon. "There seems to be
Conditions, admit the Isolated sun ever before and when the charactel by one William E. Martin, hut by one
SAGGING THIS MORNING.
ted by the United States under legis- shine seekers, are not flawless never ot this advice will be more far reach John E. Griffith, and it was done in
With a peach crop that yielded nothing for us to do.. The bosseB have
lation for the reclamation of lands, were or will be. The .crops are not ing in Its effect than it will be Is an address so devoid of flowery rhe- as high as (600 an acre profit and It all fixed."
Bonds Were Irregular and American
or under any other project for the so good; politics is Just as bad.
It later years.
toric, "so strictly in accordance with with a harvest of 2,000 baleB of cot-- i
Tobacco Issues Were ,
reclamation of lands, shall be sold Is confessedly a period of transition,
the truth, that it contrasts most ton and not counting the main crop! A beautiful spectacle, this swapping
Lower..
No one can say truthfully that the
dollar
at less than twenty-fiv- e
per readjustment,
the
as
such
those
in
addresses
of
with
the
Carlsbad
the
flux legal,
between
Democratic
sharply
alfalfa,
project
political,
game
great
ot
nomination
O Bursum for made
Holm
South
reformer
of
lower
and
glvthe
has
Pecos
the
handfull
by
a
with
material
all
,of
certainly
valley
moral,
disgruntled
party
ethical,
New York, Oct 4. The movement
7. "A separate fund shall be
en evidence that Its tributary country Republican office seekers, each trying of stocks
tnat BUCn perIoa- lnvoI. governor was brought about unfairly Springs.
throughout the morning sestabllshed for each of the several Ives.
will eventually be a land where milk to get as much as possible of the mess
But the natural environment or by pressure of office holders. He
sion demonstrated tbe lack of demand
and honey flows and where plenty of pottage in exchange for principles. at
objects for which the said grants are of business averages fair. It Is less was the flrBt choice of tin great mi
A TITILLATING ANTICIPATION.
present priceB. The covering movebe the lot of the diligent farm- - The Democrat that Isn't disgusted has ment
hereby made or confirmed, and when conditions than states of mind that Jority of the delegates representing
It is with a delicious sense of remi- shall
having ceased, the market sagever any moneys shall be in any man are Jangling.
er. New Mexico has more valleys like a cast iron conscience.
the twnty-slcounties of the terri- niscent
New
the
,
and
that
of its own weight. I
Joy
ged
glee
.'
ner derived from any of said land the
There Is a universal incompatibi- tory and this choice was made unani Mexican recalls the kind criticisms that. With the building of more irri- seme shall be deposited by the state lity of spirit, between classes and la--: mously without any reservation. The
of
So there ie Insurgency In tbe Demo- - Prices improved the second., hour
made by Refqrmer ..George Washing gatlon systems and the application
treasurer In the fund corresponding dtviduals.
The smooth bands that and the rally increased In force when
These states of mind are delegates to the nominating coventlon ton Prichard ot Reformer Herbert J. improved farming methods, New Mex- - cratic party!
it became' evident thpt the supply of
to the grant under which the particu
set at hostile angles.
Pessi were chosen fairly In open primaries Hagerman, when. Reformer Herbert J. ico crops will be worth 1200,000,000 a have been "fixing" the platform and
planes
lar land producing such moneys were mism is not merely despondent but and conventions, and presumably
ot only (20,000,000 as at writing slates, have not gone entirely stocks pressing the market was exInstead
year
Hagerman separated Reformer George
hausted for the time being. St. Paul ','
by this Act ot Congress conveyed or grouchy.
undetected.
It likes to gaze at cblnv were truly representative of the Re- Washington Prichard from the latter's present.
recovered 11-- and Union Pacific,'
No moneys shall ever
confirmed.
It sneers and It sulks; It is sus- publican party, Not a single delegate
eras;
aB
Important duties,
attorney general
Reading and United States Steel a
be taken from one fund for deposit picious and Jealous; it is destructive was
MR. WIL80N AND HIS BOOM
Do you hear the crunching of the
approached personally and solic- of the commonwealth. The remarks
The Canadian
In any other, or for any object other
Democrats of Trenton, according to substantial fraction.
ly critical; It It selfish, stingy, small-souled- ited for his vote. If ever the Republi- made then and1 after, only a few years, Bteara roller, oh, ye patriots?
group apd Hill stocks showed conthan that for which the land producDo you hear tbe wall of the Progres reports, have launched a boom
If not a delusion, can party In any state chose a goverfor
Sunshine,
five
only
years
ago, by George
ing the same was granted or confirm- in to Jt a counterfeit,
as it is com- Woodrow Wilson f6r the presidency. spicuous strength, Canadian Pacific)
nor or any other officer freely rind y8
Washington Prichard, the New Mexi sive Democratic League
selling 8 points above last night and
The state treasurer shall keep
ed.
Examples are legion of this want without constraint from any otlwr can will find pleasure in reprinting, pelled to submit to tbe knout of the Is this the same old boom or a new
all such moneys Invested in safe
rjortnern Paclno 1 point.
bosses?
of sympathetic understanding.
one? Washington Post
Con- source than the people, It was In this that Is, such as wouldn't burn the pa- Bonds showed some slight irregurest-bearing
securities, which secu- sumer, wholesaler, Jobber, manufac- case.
Pro
Did
how
notice
you
beautifully
or smash the press. A testimonial
Weighty indeed, therefore, must
larity, with the American Tobacco isrities shall be approved by the governfew
hibition
and
a
and
local
WHY.
react
REA80N
THE
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an
be
option
turer,
the reasons for any Republican to from Reformer Prichard as to the
damaglngly upon
sues lower. The recoveries were mainor and secretary of state of said pro- other.
have been
Labor and capital look at bolt his own ticket
Pittsburg undertakers complain of a tained
character of Reformer Hagerman, other ticklish questions
during the noon hour.
posed state, and shall at all times be each other askance. Business com
the
timid
in
off
serious
business.
Democracy
is.
by
Fact
falling
would be so pointed, so illuminating,
under a good and sufficient bond or
', Close Heavy,
not
dare
what
that
to
it
affair.
Intertew
really
want
found
speak
be
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In
petition is' a dog-ea- r
persons
Take
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platform of the Republican that tbe New Mexican chuckles all
An upward movement in the afbonds conditioned for the faithful class friction is as
as It is party and place by it side, the dec over when It thlnlca of the sensation believes and that submits like a cra that town. Philadelphia North Amer
untimely
ternoon made up practically all the
performance of his duties thereto as harmful.
We forget that all our Jobs larations and promises made by H. O. that its publication will . create. ven to the dictation ot a few
ican,
defined by this Act and the laws of
forenoon declines.
The close was
way-bac- k
bosses?
save the pawnbrokers are thread Bursum in his speech of acceptance
on
These
bosom
reform
friends,
the
the state not in conflict herewith." ed on the same
heavy with a downward tendency.
Is it not a spectacle to make the
of
Democrats
are
at
The
and
string
the
prosperity.
balking
on
them
pass
how
loved
Judgment
each
platform
they
8. "Every sale, lease, conveyance,
today,
shades ot Thomas Jefferson and An- recall of Judges. They know that if
The railway labor unions' idea that and deliberately. No pisiformcalmly
or other four ycari ago!
The story la
or contract of or concerning any of
CENTRAL COMMITTEE
MEETS.
tbey have as much right to federate statement could be more progressive not a long one, but it is terse anil drew Jackson weep?
the people ever get a chance at recallthe lands hereby granted or confirmed as
A. A. JONES CHAIRMAN.
has capital reaches Its crude fruit- within the bounds of reason and yet wonderfully rturonos Just at this
ing one of the men tbe bosses have
or the use thereof or the natural
ion Just when the members were most at the same time no declaration could moment, even
convention of i the slated for the supreme Judgship, the
That state-wid- e
though part of it needs
The Democratlo Central Committee
products thereof, not made in sub- in peril of their Jobs, and when the be more
reassuring, that property and ahbe-s'cpaper on which to print 1L New Mexico Progressive League at petition would be signed ' by 20,000 met yesterday evening at the Asstantial conformity with .the provisexecutives
were
sorest
and
railway
are
in
a
and
to
be
voters
personal
the
even
considered
Elks' theater this morning
that
rights
Jiffy.
ions ot this Act shall be null and
sembly Room of the Old Palace, the
'
most grouchy. The politicians, many sacred and Inviolate, What further There Ib as much to the Democratic with the aid of the Democratic
".,
State
void, any provision ot the constitu- of them
headquarters of the Democratic dele- - .
doubtless
in
assurance
faith
does
good
the
voter
acting
need
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was
than
to
small
as
is
goj
the
Convention,
there
enough
tion or laws of said state to the con- on
Progressive League
The Journal is sighing for the Hag- gates, and effected a temporary orwhat they held to be a popular the triumph of the Republican party
a
MexiNo
Tne
New
Keynote.
tnrougn
erman days when Important offices ganization of the convention, elect- Republican Progressive League.
trary notwithstanding."
people at the polls on Nov. 7 which assures more and no less. There is no pen- can observed only four delegates were swapped- - for votes In the legls-fror- a ing A. A. Jones,
9. "It shall be the duty of the At- mandate, are wearying the
temporary chairman,
who chOBe them.
The masters of prosperity, advancement and
the outside, two from Las Ve-- lature and Influence to disrupt the Re- - and A. C. Torres of
good alty for any throe or four dlkgruntled
torney General ot the United States
Socorro, and E.
one from South springs and one publican organization.
gas,
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otherwise.
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"Why shouldn't three
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and appropriate to enforce the provis- porata status Is worked out.
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Art Department,
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of an inch or more of precipitation The crop in the project is likely to
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snd
The art department of' the state fair
adjourn to 9 a. m and this motion Wade ot Las Cruces, the Democratic from Farmlngton
were recorded and eleven thunder exceed 2,000 bales. The cotton growThe ticket announces that many Deautitui ana
The adjournment was and "Progressive" newspapermen now fiom Clayton: to Deming.
was carried.
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over credentials, to prepare
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Peach Growing. ,
precipitation.
J. Mabry, editor ot the Clovls Jour Goddard, Carrlzozo, Lincoln county.
a day or two more.
exquisite displays In tbe textile dePeach growing received a marked
Only 6.8 miles per hour was 4he
Reads Letter of Regret
Secretary of State, C. B. Cameron, partment.
nal; vice presidents, E. C. de Baca,
All exhibitors' are urged
zephyr like average of tbe wind stimulus this season through .the sucBefore taking adjournment Chair William Butler andiA. J. Clovls: sec Deming, Luna county,, v
t.r
to have their displays In place on Satmovement during the month. A mail cess of the first commercial orchards
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at other times tbe wln-- t was from the places where the gross returns expoultry 8how.
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nearly every one breathed an earnest an aggressive campaign between now
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Cholera
the
the country continues to
who resigned some time ago because
S1.90 on the day
big panic
of Princeton University. B. t.
the Ano'ent City.
e
week. This week is starting out
Mr. McDonald said he had a
down
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, Then
hammered
of
been
worW
Aver.
8tu(f.
4
the
and
stock
of
the
file
queshad
,lght
the
rank
party
on the staff
Many of the delegates to the con- Drldgman, newspaperman
letter wrltUn by an old man In his from $5. In 1907, they sold out their tioned his Democracy is slated for actly like last week, a heavy run all aKe weght ot nog8 ln Cnlcag0 ast
vention are naturally much impressed ot the Brooklyn Eagle: Mr. Knapp
around, 28,000 here, including 2,500 week wn8 6 polm(l8
own handwriting, and it was from no
ata
Is
two
and
Fe
a
ago
than
years
at
$2.50,
Santa
Walton
holdings
Congress.
and a reporter for the Morning Jour
,. llghtr
to 10 lower. vo.P ai
,other than Former
Th. rti(rrnr., with Santa Fe and Interested in its nal
market in California was flooded torney' and as such is objectionable calves, market steady
accompanying the party.
saw in the the
romance and antiquity, but tnere is
Adelai Stevenson who
ot m
FBorence-Goldflel- d
stock to the progressive democracy, as Is Dealers have been expecting a bigger hr- i...
.0Ht.
with
bogus
cannon along
"We had a
faithful adherence by New Mexico to certificates ranging from 500 to 2,500 W. R. McOIll, whose relations with iuu u, i;aii.ju muu utus ijjBttrtru, aim
a little. OIle utjicsatw. iluuuib mo iuuuiwu
igbeep
prices
strengthened
and
shot a light rope over the top of
. rm Hortnno
who is more pleased to see Santa Fe
reports from the grazing sections in- the Democratic doctrine a "glorious shares each. It Is alleged that the tbe Santa Fe are too friendly.
j
said
the
rock.'t
Mr. Knapp yesterday.
dicate that the cattle are pretty well
His name
Democratic victory."
name of BIkker and wife were forged
developed, though a big run today Probably than any other.
members, of the slate are .uu Uiu, be mast no
"I rode around on the other side and
and letters on theBe certificates and they were "Others
gieai mg uum- - doeg not aow lt to corae t6 tne sur.iiB Anarew uonzaies ana ne nans irom
All of the telegrams,
well knowri and It they are forced ber remains.
of
means
the
showed
light rope pulled
a big face prl(,e8 barely 8teady todaT Sup.'Las Cruces, Dona Ana county. "I by
August
were applauded ecpeclally that of the then endorsed on the back and palmed on the convention, the Progressive
was
all points from last year
nere tody 20 0(lOi 0nmna and have not seen Santa Fe for 34 years," over an Inch rope. The Inch rope
oil on the confiding public. When Democrats will Join the Progressive shortage at
former
pv
over
the
cliff dragging
same
then
and
pulled
month,
September figures chlraen hadlv overloaded rndav. fifty he said yesterday. "It was away back
occurred,
transaction
automobile
the
comMartinez
a
Speaks.
Felix
Republicans in formulating
are even more Impressive, sixty thou- 6Pven and flfty thousand respectively ' in 1877 that I was here, attending St. after it a heavy two-inccable to
Felix Martinez Was then asked to the bank Into which the .certificates plete stats ticket, composed, of Indenrra irom oepiem- - ,Itan
aiue,.soon
Colonel were deposited called up President
$6.10 today, year-'- Michael's College. My, how the place which a pulley was affixed' with an
brought
convention
by
and
the
Democrats
address
Republicans. ber last year. At Chicago so far this
pendent
4 75
noted Lockhart ot , the Florence-Goldflel,ght ones Up has changed. One would Bcarcely Inch rope running through it. When
."The Democratic party, In ordef to season 110,000 rangers have been re- - Mngg worth j4 to
Albright, who introduced this
the pully reached the top ot the cliff
and
ewes $4.1 know lt." ,
Democrat In a gracefully phrased Company to inquire about them ar- Inspire, confidence and support in this ceived, the smallest number in ten. t0 J5i wethors up to $4.25,
Mr. Gonzales was much delighted to the cable was anchored tb a tree on
he was Lockhart wired back at once to
breeding ewes $3 to $4, feeding lambs
must be free from boss or
campaign,
speech. Felix Martinez said
tne period to aate, ana bit
years
t0 Bijo. Astute dealers look, meet a classmate of his, Cosme Her- the other side. A boatswain's chair
mind and rest Cullem and Barry. " Since their caucus domination.
THE BOSS 000 lessprthan last year. Yet prices do, M.g5
always ready to give "his
ror stronger prices.
He con- preliminary
rera, who Uvea ln Santa Fe. , Togeth- was rigged to the rope sliding through
hearing two or three MUST GO!
his heart to Democracy."
nut uuvauue, wiutu pruvua iwu tilings
- the pulley and by means of a team,
have
er they talked over the old days.
tinued: "The tide Is now rising. Yon months ago, the defendants
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for
a
slack
"The
the
and
campaign
beef,
outlet
great
each member of the party was hauled
of Cullem
PRESS
can clearly see it on the horizon. 'teen In Jail and the trial'
bosses' or the peoples' will caution on the part of country buy- APPOINTED ASSOCIATED
shall
the
to the crest."
'
in called for October 30.
8ALT LAKE HUNDRED
BODIES ARE
Will you take It?"
'
ers.
Both of these conditions might CORRESPONDENT AT
prevail?
Oct. 3. J. C
busiWASHED ASHORE.
"We cannot denounce the Repub- change for the better any time, they ' San Francisco, Calif.,
He then told of an Important
' You are not experimenting on yourTake Your Common Colds Seriously.
has been appointed correspond
lican machine unless we are ' free are not apt-t.
ness frgngement that he had broken
.
get any worse.
me, Royle.
,
t . n, d.ii Two Hundred and Forty Lives Lost Common colds, severe and frequent,
self when you take Chamberlain's from the same
Nominate upper 20 per cent, of the cattle ln all
in El Paso to attend the convention
charge.
as
that
a
precold
for
lay the foundation of chronic diseased
vice R. C. Johnson, resigned.
In Storm That Scattered
and said: "I have heard Mr. H.O. Cough Remedy won its great reputa- clean, honest, courageous 'Democrats, classes are selling fully steady today, Lake,
conditions of the nose and throat, and
has
Coasting Craft.
Bursum's classification of a Progress paration;, extensive sale by its re- and NOT men who represent special the balance weak to 10 lower. Prime
may develop into bronchitis, pneumoand
and when you feel
After
exnnRiira
or
to
Interests.
short
slve Republican.' I want to give my tion
worth
$8
steers
are
up
beef
private
Rehundred ana nia and consumption. For all coughs
markable cures of coldB, and can al- "PROGRESSIVE
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey , Antwerp, Oct. Two
DEMOCRATIO
classification of a Standpatter
5
It Is equally
owr o have been and colds ln children and ln grown
forty ve. are
It check, and
Compound.
LEAGUE."
that done I will go ways be depended upon. children
torrwes, gra..gbeet --T- ar
,.,
publican," and
and
persons, take Foley's Honey and Tar
...
T have valuable for adults and
D
IVinXlI'nH
91 Kfi in Wfi 7h
ilin
tAna
home with
More than 100 Compound promptly. For sale by all
bad may be given- - to young children with
...
so iilne in yellow package always. For storm of Sunday.
An
ta
want
said something I wanted awfully
,,.nHo
earth
ta
If
n
yam
Try
anytlloi
confidence a's It contains
druggists,
bodies have been washed ashore.
to say." ' There were loud cheers and implicit1
to $5.50, native and western grass sale by all druggists.
New Mexican want at,
Mr. Martinez- will tell, harmful drug. Sold by all dealers.
laughter.
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convention and Bay. that be i well
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with the results.
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Nolette returned this
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rived In Las Vegas last night from
hi. home in Santa Fe and will be here
Vegas Optic.
until Sunday.-- Laa
A. B. 8legner of Clovl. a de!ef ate
to the La. Vega, convention
thl. morning to visit his uncle Fred
Blegner of San Francisco .treet.
HI. Grace, the Most Rev. Archblsh- cp J. B. Pitavai I. .till in New York
and is not expected to arrive
i City,
in Santa Fe for . fortnight or more.
assistant commission.
of public land, arrived from Santa

J. Leahy, who

buaines. ha.

7

KateMuZ8

who

ha.

been

oetding the summer here, will leave
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H Rapp of Santa Fe
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uTe New
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the former
last n.ght from Santa; Clyde Earl Ely
officer, who has
the trip overland In paperman and naval
. , ,h- - nrtnT been .pending a few day. In nortbSanta Fe county, 1. expected back
em
Us Vegas Optic
next week- v
o. ineru,
A. M. Mandalari, S. J, pastor
...Manuel
,
p. l.tt last nitrht for of Rev.
.Conception cnurcn
U. Vegas to attend the Republican nthe Immaculat,
1.
a
he
to
which
delegate
convention
to attend a Catholic ZmnM
M
from Santa Fe county.
t there. Albuquerque Journal.
,..,T
rf.ir.t.MexTl
Frank Owen, manager of the Santa
. fro New
the
Water and Light company drove
from Hut-co irtved
overland from 8 anta Fe in hU touring
hins
Kansas, where he .topped
Vega, during
.-, car and wi be
yesterday to greet President TattVega. Optic.
,the convention.-- U.
R
"John Ervien drove hi. father
Governor William J. Mill, arrived
r.
Erviea. public land commlsloner
attend
Fe
to
from
Santa
last night
Mexico and party rem Santa
tte big Republican state convention. of New Las
Vega, in a Buick touring
Governor Mill. 1. a gue.t at the home Fe to
as
Vega. Optic,
ot Colonel M. M. Padgett, editor of car yesterday."-LMn Matilde Coxe Stevenson the
the Optic -- Las Vega. Optic.
Smithson-en- t
"Oiin W Kennedy; staff correspond-- ' eminent ethnologist of the
arrived in
for the Washington Tim, is; is toltute, Washington,
from her ranch
here to cover the convention for his the city yesterday
She will remain here
near
paper Mr. Kennedy will remain in a fewEspanola.
days.
New Mexico until after the first state
Mr.. Jefferson Reynold, left this
election, residing in Santa Fe.-- U.
evening for San Francisco where she
v.ru nntlc.
death of two of
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They made

news-F-
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We
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called by the
niece, who were kll ed In a rati-Lo- .
road accident on one of the Pacific
coast lines. Las Vegas Optic
Journal:
Albuquerque
Say. the
advance agent
national committeeman for New Mex- "That Harry Drumm,
of Better Highways, i. to leave Chi- lea" La. Vega. Optic
in his Staver roadster
L B Sylvestre, a livestock man of'.cago Monday
was the news
the Southwest,
Monte Vista. Colorado, Is In the city, j for
of brought yesterday by Mrs. Drumm,
George Grant and A. J. Stewart
who
Creede Colo are here on business. formerly Miss Contance Sellers,
m. ..! Mn'tW Roles of Toledo. 'arrived on the limited to visit her par- Sell-ar- e
Ohio are here visiting friends. They ents, Colonel and Mrs. D. K. B.
era." Mr. Drumm was in Santa Fe
registered at the Montezuma hotel. some months
ago on a tour to the
County School Superintendent JohnV nnn-aratin. nnstlMined biB UlSPeC- i VttBl.
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tion trip to the southern school
Judge G. A. Richardson i. here
for a few day., on account ot
Mr. from RoswelL
having been called to Cerrillos.
Attorney A. M. Edwards of Farming- Conway was in Cerrillos last evening
where he aided the school director, in ton, Is at the Palace Hotel,
Miss Antonio Silva leave, thl. week
heating system
selecting an
for the schools there. Tne piam win for Galisteo to teach school there,
weeks.
three
within
be installed
l. T. Hardy, the well known miller
ine or EBpaiioia, wa. in the city Satur-Sant- a
Say. the Las Vegas optic: after-1
Fe delegation arrived this
day
noon in a private Pullman car attached
FeIh Martinez ,no prominent capimovta Santa Fe train No. 10 and this
taJi8t and real e8tate man of E1 PaB0
visitlB at tne pajaoe hotel.
lng headquarters of Capital City
ors Is sidetracked near the castaneaa
H D Burran 0( tDe rj. a. forestry
hotel.
The party, whicn is compoaeu gervce lB at tne pajace. He is ac-o- f
this
Ancient
City
over 25, left the
COmpanled by hi. wife,
B 0 jtandgji, delegate to the La.
morning at 8 o'clock and their present
train
on
home
to
return
are
plans
yega. convention from Taos, is at the
The carPalaM hotel on nls way nome
No. 9 on Friday evening.
H Cr)8t has returned
will be in the care of a porter at all j
from
during the convention and will tondance at the Democratic county
he used a. the hotel and headquarter.
convention of Rio Arriba county.
Some of those in
of the delegation.
Martin Chavez, delegate to the DemS.
A.
the party are: E. C. Abbott,
ocratic convention from San Patricio,
B.
A.
F.
A.
Walter,
Lincoln county, I. at the Palace.
Brookes, Paul
Fred FornofT. J. W. March, 0. 0.
Probate Clerk George W. Armljo 1.
A.
M.
C.
E.
Burke,
I.
Carr,
Sparks,
home from Albuquerque which city he
Ortis, L. B. Prince, Edward Safford, visited after the La. Vega, convenFrank Owen, A. J. Griffin, B, H. Hanna, tion.
S. 0. Cartwrlght, J. E. Clark, Alfredo
L. Bradford
Prince
Lucero, Jose Ortis y Pino, R. L. Baca, went to Denver on Saturday where he
E. P Davies, A. M. Edward., Charle. will address the
convenland,
public
A. Johnson. J. M. Palmer, M. B. Scott
tion tomorrow, be will return in
C. W. Fay."
to attend a meeting ot the La
time
SEPTEMBER 30, 1911.
SATURDAY,
Joya Land and Irrigation Company at
The Saturday Card Club i. the gue.t La Joya tomorrow.
today of Mrs. Flake.
H. E. Myers, delegate to the La.
Attorney Nell B. Field, Of Albuquer- Vegas convention, wa. here Saturday
que, is at the Palace.
on bis way to bis home' In Farmlngton,
The Wallace Club I. meeting this
San Juan county.
afternoon at the home ot Miss Boyle.
Felix H. Lester, former mayor of
The Thirteen Card Club is meeting
Albuquerque, 1. at the Montezuma
thl. afternoon at the home of Mr
hotel. He Is a delegate to the Dem
Frank Lavan.
ocratic convention.
The Misses Church have returned '
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince
aaif anil n.rtr
the Ortiz
ha" gonB t0 DeBver to attend the con- hotel at Laray.servatlon congress to which he wa.
Attorney Frank Lavan ha. returned
from Las Vega, where he attended the appointed a delegate.
Georgo F- - Bruington of Aztec, San
La Vega, convention.
'
Pal- L, 1. Smith, C H. Modes and F. Juan county, I. registered at the
Butier are Denverite. registered at ace Hotel. He wa. a delegate to the
La. Vega, convention.
the Montezuma hotel.
Antonio C. Pacheco, member of the
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, accompanied Mr.
Jalfa on hi. trip to la. Vegas to the constitulonal convention and a dele
gate to Las Vegas, left for hi. home
convention. Las Vega. Optic.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero in Taos county thl. forenoon.
W. E. Blanchard, delegate to the
returned last night from the Republican state convention at Las Vega.. La. Vega, convention from Richard-eon- ,
Lincoln county, passed through
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Miller arrived yesterday afternoon from the city Saturday on hi. way home.
William B. Prince came In from his
hi. home In Santa Fe. Las Vegas Opranch In the Espanola valley to .pend
tic.
a few day. at the home of his parent.,
and Mr.. L. B. Prince.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Mrs, Barbara Yrlsarrt, accompanied
Lucas County ss.
her beautiful young daughter, Miss
Frank J. Cheney make, oath that by
Adalina Yrisarrl, of Los Angeles, Is
he 1. senior partner of the firm of F.
her .later, Mrs. Page B. Otero,
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in visiting
A. B. McGaffey, a well known Inthe City of Toledo, County end State
su ranee man and delegate to the Dem
,,.
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
frnm
DOL-- 1
HUNDRED
the sum of ONE
county, 1. at the Palace
LAna lor aca ana every cubb ui
Q0te
tarrh that cannot De cured oy tne use
Di,trict Attorney C. W. 0. Ward
of Hall s Latarm Cure.
of tne Becond district, I. at the Mon-FKAisii j, CHEW,.
tezuma hotel. He wa. a delegate to
Sworn to before me and .ub.cfih'id tlie Republican convention at La.
my presence, thl. 6th day of Decern- ga8,
ber. A. D., tt,ti.
DUtrict Attorney Alexander Read
A. Vf. OLEASON,
(Seal)
end son of Tlerra Amarilla, are at
N.tary Public. the Palace. Mr. Read wa. a delegate
Halls Catarrh Cure I. taken Intern- to the Republican convention at La.
act.
directly on the blood Vega..
ally, and
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Attorney John T. Hewitt of White
Send for testimonials free.
Oaks, Lincoln county, 1b here to at
F, J. CHENEY a CO., TOLEDO, 0- tend the Democratic convention as a
Sold by all Druggist., 75c.
delegate. He Is a candidate for dls- Take Hall's Family Pill, for const- , triot Judge.
Former Governor Herbert Hagerpatlon. '
Mr and Mrs.
rived 'last night

Soiomon
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from their home.
Lunas. They will be guests at;
the home of Harry Kelly during the
convention. Mr. Luna 1. Republican
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A pleasant and

Llfhi

Baking Powder Biscuit, made by this
recipe are so far ahead of ordinary baking powder biscuits that, if once tried,
von will sever use any other recipe.
Try it the next time yon run short of
bread. Save this recipe.
29

easy way to

DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION
From 400 to 500 Delegates from All
ent in Hall of Representative.-"Temporar-

Ferguson

Is

of 26 Counties.

LiWOJEVU

Pres-

Chairman
Cheered Wildly As He Enunciates
Democratic Principles.

committee ot three to escort
Following tbe strain, ot the famous Poe
old southern air "Dixie," played by the the officers to their seats.
An Hone.t Man.
First Regiment band and which wa.
Mr.
Tumultuous applause greeted
greeted with wild cheering, wavln? of
C Bkl
fowder Bl.cslU
hata and handkerchiefs and apuliuse, Fergusson a. he stood beside Mr. McThree' cups flour i V to cup short-- S the first Democratic state convention Donald, The latter continued:
"I
level teaspoonnit K C Baking
opened at 27 minutes after 11 o'clock therefore take pleasure to Introduce
about
1
or
milt
I
water;
cup
fowe'er;
to this convention a man whom I have
this morning. In the hall ot representeaspoonful salt.
n
known anu loved tor 28 year., (Cheers)
he capltol, with H. B.
Sift three times, the flour, salt and tative, at
a man with whom I have been associa. temporary chairman.
baking; powder. Work into the flour the
It la estimated that between four ated In many ways a. far back as 1883.
shortening, nsing lard or butter for
shortening. Then mix to a very toft and five hundred delegate, represent No matter how much any man in New
doogh with the milk. The softer the lng the 26 countle. of New Mexico Mexico may differ from Mr, Fergus-sobiscuit enters the oven, the lighter it
you all know as I know that no
it 1. they occomes out. Never knead baking powder were present and certain
while one In this broad land will deny that
biscuits; pres. the dough into shape and cupied all the seats downstair.,
roll lightly. Cut in small shapes and two hundred or more people, including we have In him an honest man, and
honesty Is the keynote ot success In
bake on a sheet or very shallow pan in many ladle., filled the galleries.
a hot oven. In placing biscuits in the
(Prolonged applause)
Seated at the press table and gazpans place wel' apart, notallowingedges
at the throng, the newspapermen And I will add to thl. that he possesto touch. Small biscuits are better than ing
to none in New
ses
second
ability
all agreed that it was a splendid look
large ones. Large biscuits do not have
Mexico. Mr. Fergusson made for u.
d
the
convention,
the proper amount of time to raise and ing
record on which we
bake.
badges, the numerous pennant, and the principal
Have yon smii the new K C Cook's Bookt
other decoration, lending a brilliant stand today, hi. record in Congress.
Brimful of apprticinff- recipes that .imply must
color scheme to please the eye wane It Ib a record of which thi. party i.
be successful every time if the few simple directions are carefully followed. You would gladly
the shouts of delighted delegates and proud, end to which we have proudly
pay SO cents for this valuable book, yet we send
U absoitaflyfmuvon
the tumultuous applause again and alluded time and again in contest,
receipt of the colored cerof K C
tificate packnl in every
filled the hall, stirring everyone we have waged In New Mexico. Mr.
again
Small
Co.,
Chicago.
Jaqitrs Mpo.
Then there
Fergusson, gentlemen!"
to regular convention enthusiasm.
cans do not have Cook;'. Book certificates.
was a burst ot applause that lasted
W. C. McDonald, chairman ot Dem' RAVPrnl aeonnrifl
Time and ftcntn Mr.
man of Soith Springs, Chave. county, ocratic Central Committee called the
'
wa. at Albuquerque yesterday from convention to order and asked Father Fergusson attempted to speak, when
Roswell and is expected to arrive in Jules Deraches, the priest and emi- he was held back by the cheers:
Santa Fe today.
nent theologian who opened the con- ' "What's the matter with Fergusson,
a, C. HernaAdei of Tlerra Amarilla, stitutional convention with prayer, to he's all right." Finally tbe shouting
subsided and he began his speech.
Rio Arriba county, was in the city make the Invocation.
Recess.
Father Deraches did so. and every
Saturday, having returned from the
Then Isaac Barth ot Albuquerque
La. Vegas convention V) which he head was bowed. He prayed a. fol
moved committees
be appointed on
was a delegate.
lows:
resolutions, one on credentials and
Invocation.
Attorney J. M. Palmer, of Farmingon
rules and order ot business.
ton, San Juan county, who was a deleo Lord God. creator and ruler of one
Chairman Fergusson suggested a
gate to the Republican convention at all things, mercifully hear our prayer.
to
recess
allow tbe chairman of each
Las Vegas, wa. In the city Saturday
"Thy Providence, atter many years
to select hi. men.
on his way home.
of waiting, has lust given u. the free delegation
The Committees.
James T. Fay, delegate to the Re nosaesslon of the promised land. Help
The following committees were sepublican convention at La. Vega, us today wisely to choose our rulers:
one
of we
and who was former postmaster
need men of upright mind and lected, each delegation naming
with
Farmlngton, was in the city Saturday will; prudent men, who shall lead us from each county, beginning
Bernalillo and ending with Valencia:
on his way home).
safely through all good paths; men
Permanent Organization --r Manuel
Carrizozo, who endowed with a high sense ot
W. C. McDonald, of
J. W. Stoekard, John Morrow,
chairman of the Democratic Central
are ready to give equal rights Vigil,
justice
Committee, returned today from Taos to all, rich and poor, friend ana toe; S. A Jones, Adrian Gonzales, A. C.
where he attended the Democratic moderate men wise enough as to avoid Bird, Alva N. White, S. Otero, Martin Chaves, John Corbett, R. H. Bed-docounty convention.
any excess; but STRONG men who
Benlgno Lopes, G. E Moffett,
Delegate to Congress W. H. An are able and decided to govern the
Benito Baca, Jose D. Montoya, A. J.
drews 1. visiting in the mining camps
firmness and con
noble
with
state
Evans, L. C. Mondragon, David
of Grant county, but expects to return
Help us O God to make a
P. D. McElroy, Charles F.
to Albuquerque this week and thence stancy.
wise choice.
Easley, C. J. Graham, Frank Johnson,
will come to Santa Fe.
"And then, 0 Goa may Thy Holy It. M. Martinez, C. D. Otthison, Paz
H. B. Hamilton of Carrizozo, Lin
Name never be blotted out of their Valverde, and Martin Gilbert.
coln county, who attended the La. Vedeliberation, and may Thy Holy GosCredentialsPitt Ross. W. T. Joygas convention and i. the nominee for
pel brought here centuries ago by St. ner, H. L. Dickey, O. L. dwens, E. C.
SatIn
was
the city
district attorney,
in
ot
cathedral
the
Francis, patron
Wade, Jr., John Emerson, Wayne Mcurday on his way borne.
of the Holy Faith and whose Veigh Wilson, Felipe Sanchez y Baca,
Antonio F, Joseph, of OJo Callente, thl. city
tomorrow,
feast will be celebrated
Chavez, J. A. Mahoney, C. B.
delegate from Taos county, to the never be forgotten In thi. land. Porflrlcj
Chambers, Manuel Garcia y Kates, w.
Democratic convention in Santa Fe,
'
z
H. Pelfrey, Florenuno Martinez,
and who is a candidate for corpora Amen.
Following Father Deraches' prayer,
Abeyta, T. E. Carter, L. C. Montion commissioner, i. at the Palace
Mr. McDonald .aid:
dragon, Teoftllo Jarquex, E. E. Veeder,
hotel.
Francisco Delgado, Francisco Bojor-queMaking History.
Frank Staplln, the editor of the
T. W. Medley, J. S. Romero, C
"Fellow delegate, aad ladle, and
Farmlngton Enterprise, and one of
I believe It 1. .Imply my R. Easley, Manuel and B. Sisneros,
San Juan county's leading business gentlemen:
and Antonio Lopez.
men, left for his home this forenoon province as chairman of the central
Resolutions Felix H. Lester, John
after attending the Las Vegas con- committee, to present the names seB. Berringer, H. D.
vention.
lected by the committee for the tem- I. Hlnkle, George
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, the porary offices of thl. convention. Terrell. N. C. Frenger, Scott Edder,
Y.
new chairman of the Republican cen Therefore I shall not attempt to mako W. B. Walton, M. R. Baker, John
S. C.
tral committee, arrived Saturday from a sneech. But I will say that I hope Hewett, James R. Waddell,
Macano Gallegos, Byron
La. Vega, and is at the Palace hotel. that every man here will not forget Schwartz,
Sherry (chairman), E. F. Saxson, J.
He will make hi. headquarters here
throughout this convention that we H, Crist, W: R. McGlll, John Sullivan,
to conduct the work of the campaign have met here to make history for
William Butler, A. A. Jones, N. B.
County School Superintendent John New Mexico. (Cheers) On our delib Laughlin, B. D. Tittman, H. W. Rusfor
V. Conway will leave
Thursday
erations and naming of a ticket tor
sell, Alex. Gusdorf, J. P. Dunlavy,
Madrid, where.he will hold a parent.' the suffrages of the voter, of New John A.
Pace, and George Hoffmann
last
The
school
opened
Mexico, will depend much, not only
meeting.
of five will be
A
as
Hlckox
Edith
with
Miss
Monday,
for the next five year., but the wel named by the chairman, Byron Sherry,
as
and
Comer
Willie
Mis.
principal,
fare ot New Mexico l. at .take lor on resolution, and instruct to draft
BBBlstant.
many year, to come. (Applau.e.)
certain "planks" for the resolutions.
W. C. MoDonald. chairman of the
Tbe sneaker then announced the fol
The convention is taking a recess
and
Democratic central committee
officer.:
lowing temporary
until 4 o'clock.
prominent rancher, returned to the
It 1. rumored that Antonio Lucero,
Th. Officer..
city from a trip north and will be on
Temoorarv chairman. H. B. Fergus- - of La. Vegas, prominently mentioned
hand to look after Democratic affairs
.on (In place ot A. A. Jone. who wa. for secretary of .tate, will be elected
during the convention and the meet,
111.)
permanent chairman.
ing of the Democratic central com- taken
Temporary .ecretarle., A. C. Torre.
mittee.
Committee on "Re.olutlon.."
Clement Hlghtower, delegate to the and E. D. Tittman.
A bright young page at the convenLa. Vegas convention and who wa.
Interpreter., E. C. de Baca, Adolph tion hall created much amusement this
Hill. D. Caldron, Dennis Cbave., afternoon rushing around and calling
clerk In the census office In Santa Fe
for the chairman of the "committee
when the last census was taken, pass Juan N. Vigil and Pa. Valverde.
ed through the city yesterday on hi.
Prolonged cheering greeted the on revolutions" meaning resolutions
of
name
the
Said an old delegate: "A child shall
way home to Capltan, Lincoln county. name of each, especially
lead them.
Perhaps there will be a
While here he was greeted by hi. Mr. FergusBon.
Mr McDonald then appointed Felix revolution In some of the resolutions
many friend, who were glad to see
him again.
Martinez, N, B, Laughlln and John W. drafted."
Congressman J. F. Sulzer and Mrs
Sulzer of New York, who have been
New Mexico Mission Conference ol
In the northwest and are homeward querque today.
Vebound from the Pacific coast, are In
Judge M. C. Mechem came up from the Methodist church, to the La.
Santa Fe for the day. This Is Mrs. Socorro to attend the Republican ex- ga, charge which he held the past
year.
Sulzer'. first visit but Mr. Sulzer has ecutive committee meeting.
Territorial Good Roads Engineer
been here before. He will address a
Celestlno Ortiz, formerly of this
at
W, R, fimythe, of Santa Fe came In
mass meeting tonight.
city, now a prosperous merchant
yesterday from Tucumcari, where he
Malaqulas Martinez, territorial coa Estancla, is In Santa Fe today.
oil inspector, nominated for lieuten
J.'C, Sear., formerly of Santa Fe, has been for the past week superinant governor on the Republican ticket, now holding an Important railroad po- tending road construction. Las Vegas
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday from sition at San Marcial, is .pending a Optic.
J, E. Curren of Melrose,
Curry
Los Vegas, where be attended the Re- few day. In town.
MexiColonel J. O. Albright, editor of the county, the oldest editor In New
publican convention as a delegate
more
co
newspaand the founder of
from Taos county. Mr. Martinez will New Mexico Democrat at Albuquerque,
in the Unitremain here several days.
I. attending tbe convention a. tbe pers than any other man
ed States, la one of the Democratic
T. J. Mabry, member of the consti proxy for D. Chave..
ho-- t in Santa Fe.
tutional convention, delegate from
W. S. Hopewell of Sierra county, 1.
Henry Grant, of Ablqulu, Rio Arriba
Curry county to the Democratic state In Santa Fe from Albuquerque. He
a prosperous merchant, 1. In
convention, editor of the Clovl. Jour- holds the proxy of W. C. Oe.trelch as county,
nal and candidate for state senator, a delegate to the Democratic conven-- , Santa Fe to attend the Democratic
convention. Mr. Grant', .on who at
arrived today with the Curry county Hon.
or
ew lora,
tends tne university
delegation which included Charles A.
Herbort W. Clark of La. Vegas, the has Just
been elected president of tbe
Scheurich, formerly of Santa Fe, O. L. new secretary of the New Mexico Re- of
the
Club
University. He is
Owen, candidate for corporation com publican Central Committee, arrived Spanish
in his senior year.
missioner, and H. L. Patton. H. A, last evening to assume charge of hlsh
Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller
Jones, J, G, Magee and S. L. Brown duties.
this
came closer to being arreBted
Rev. B. F. Summers returned yes
Charle. Springer of Cimarron, Col-- , morning than ever before In his life.
terday afternoon from the territorial fax county, arrived last evening to at- He was
sitting In front of the' Y. M.
Methodist Mission Conference at Al
tend the meeting ot tbe Republican C. A. waiting for a wagon in which
wa.
to
the
He
buquerque,
assigned
committee held thl. after- he was to go to the country, when
church at Estancla, and will leave executive
noon.
Officer Ed Ward ordered him to move
Santa Fe tomorrow.
Warden Cleofes Rome- on, Miller refused to leave hi. .eat
Among the distinguished newspa ro Penitentiary
and Mrs. Romero returned to their on the curb and Ward threatened to
permen who arrived this afternoon 1. borne In Santa Fe after
being visitors arrest him. However, upon finding
Editor W. B, Walton ot the Silver City In Las
Vegas during tbe convention.! out Miller's identity, Ward allowed
Independent, until recently a chair
J him to
La. Vegas Optic.
keep hi. seat and wait for
men of the Democratic territorial cenMa-- , his conveyance.
La. Vega. Optic.
Commissioner
Land
Assistant
tral committee.
teo Lujan, accompanied by his son,
John A. Haley, editor of the CarriOCTOBER 3, 1911.,
TUESDAY,
to
Fe.
Santa
zozo school., and county superintendEd Lujan, bas returned
Mrs. Solomon Luna is visiting rela They were In La. Vega, during the ent of schools and member ot the
tives in Santa Fe,
one of the
Bureau of Immigration,
convention. La. Vega. Optic. ,
Herbert J. Hagerman
Rev. E. C, Anderson, formerly of prominent journalist., 1. here from
ot Roswell wa. an amvar from Albu- - Santa Fe, ha. been returned by the Lincoln county.
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FIELD MEN HOLD
TERRITORIAL

at

one.

ed. Away down the river a number
of people, called FraternalistB, were

MEETING.

The Brothernood of American Yeomen Field Men of New Mexico, met at
Delgado'. hall Saturday, for Instrucdistions. There were seventy-fiv- e
trict manager, present from all over
tbe state of New Mexico. Business of
vital, importance wa. transacted re
taining to the future work of the
district, ot thl. state, At tbe
conclusion of the business session F.
W. Farmer made an address.
Farmer Made Address.
F. W. Farmer, speaking on (rater
nallsm, said: "The societies cf this
great fraternal system are composed
Our member
of the common people.
ship is made up ot common people
the people Lincoln said the Lord loved
because he made bo many ot them.
They are the people who oar tho bur
dens ot our government, who fight its
battle and pay Its taxes. Tftey are
also tbe people who are ground between tbe upper and nether millstones ot special privilege. They pay
tribute to the man who produces the
raw material, the manufacturer, the
wholesaler, the retailer, the commit
.Ion men, and the' railway line, that
transport both the raw material and
the finished product. They are caught
And we!
both 'comln' and
claiming to be fraternalistB stand supinely by and permit these brother,
oi our national resource, by a few t
balf the value their labor produces,
and forced to pay tribute to wicked
combination. In buying the necessities of life. The only consolation we
give is that when the end comes we
will pay their families a benefit. To
an outsider it might seem that our
The
were premeditated.
actions
poorer our brother, get the more
they need our insurance. The crime
of the age has been the exploitation
o four national resources by a few individuals.
In their greed for gold
they serve the worst master more
faithfully than most Christians serve
the best: indeed, It seems that they
strive harder to lose heaven than the
Saint does to gain it. Private ownership, and monopoly of our great coaj
deposits, our iron ore, our oil, which
a wise providence stored in the earth
for ALL the people, is wrong. The
owners of theBe natural resources are
selling the people what in all fairness
is their own. I will nver believe that
Carnegie rightfully owns practically
ell the iron ore, the most useful of
all the metals, until I see the title
FraternalistB
deed from heaven.
might assist In conserving what remains of our natural resources.
"This concerns every one or our
8,000,000 members.
Why should we
not concern ourselves about the welfare ot our certificate holders, Just as
we do about tbe welfare of their families after they are dead. Milton
wrote, 'What boot, it at one gate to
make defense, and at another to let
in the foe?' FraternalistB stand al
the gate ot poverty and defend against
It, but the other gate where poverty
originates is wide open and Fraternal.
1st. take no heedl This situation may
be described as a river In which man?
human beings .struggling to get to tbe
shore, some succeeded and some were
carried down the stream and drown

assisting the unfortunates. It was a
splendid thing, a charitable thing, to
help the victim, out of the water. It
would be a .till more splendid thing
If some ot those kindly people on the
shore engaged In tbe rescue work
would go up the stream and find out

who were pushing the people Into it
It Is well to pull the struggling one.
out of poverty and distress; it would
he better if we would go up tbe river
and stop the pushing of people Into
poverty and distress. The Almighty
Intended that this life should be
and not forever vexed wltb toll
and pain.
"I do not mean that bur societies or
our- - press should get into politics. Far
from it. I believe both the dominant
political parties are doing the best
they can for the people. But their
best is poor enough. They need the
assistance of organized Fraternallsm.
There are few, if any,' really serlou.
questions upon which the parties are
divided, and we need have no fear of
getting in a 'row among ourselves, if
we undertake to mould public opinion
on some of the great moral and economic questions."
At the close of his address he was
loudly applauded.
Tbe next meeting is to be held at
Albuquerque on January 2nd.
The organization embodied the
Field Men of Texas and Arizona in
tbe Brotherhood of American Yeomen,
Field Mens' Organization, of which F.
W. Farmer is president.
The secretary of the Field Men'. Association of
The Brotherhood of American Yeomen

I.D

T.

Dana
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RE8T MADE EASY.

There

Will be Leu
8leeples.nes.
When Santa Fa People Learn
This,
Can't rest at nlgbt with a bad back.
A lame, a weak or an aching1 , one.
f
h.bh inr nut
iiiihi st n iiiih
Dacks.
Are for other kidney Ills.
They are endorsed by Santa Fe
people.
Locario Lopez. Apia Frla St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., Says; "I have had no
severe return attack ot kidney trouble
since' using Doan'i Kidney Pills several years ago. Now and then I have
Buffered from backache, but at such
times Doan's Kidney PHI. have given
prompt relief. For a long time I was
made miserable by attacks ot kidney
complaint and my back was often so
lame and painful that I could scarcely
do anything.
I did not sleep well
and no matter whether I was lying
or
down
standing up, the trouble wa.
present The kidney secretion annoyed me both day and night by their Irthere was
regularity in passage and
a heavy sediment in ' them.
After
several remedies .had failed to help
me, I used Doan's. Kidney Pills and
they lived up to all the claim, made
I never hesitate to say a
for them.
good word for Doan's Kidney PHI.
when tbe opportunity occur.,"
For .ale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MUbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agent, for tbe United

States.
the name

Remember

Doan's

and

take no other. .
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Ve bare hundreds of letters from satisfied customers
"AMand BuneturdatriHB'
tires have only been pumped up ones
statin, that their
n4 "D"slio rim atria "H
do more than
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layers or mm, specially these
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CLASTIC and
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and for what purposes, thus eliminat ior me open nepuoucan primary in
ing as far as possible, the corrupt use all ot the counties. The Republican
of money in politics.
party has been for many years the
POLITICS AND
Grant County Democrats.
,7. We believe that all men are party of the people and it has only
The Democrats of Grant County
equal before the law, that no special been dominant because it has safeNOT BY SLATE
convention at Silver City nominated privileges should be granted to any guarded the Interests ot the IndividWe should, therefore, as
one, rich or poor, not accorded to all ual voter.
the following ticket:
and promulgate
E. S. Ed- men; but that each man should have Republicans adopt
County Commissioners
equal chance with every other man every method possible which will inwears them, so does
Her wards, of Santa Rita; B. B. Ownby, an
Were
The
a
crease
as
citizen and voter, without any
the interest of the individual
Many
cf Lordsburg; Van T. Manvllle,
Surprise
IRON AND FIRE.
ble, and look at we three. The public
discrimination
Silver City.
except voter and which will permit him to
whatsoever,
ot
underwear
knit
its
Convert
demands
at
0.
H.
Reporous
Developed
Bursum, whom the
ot personal merit
in primary,
exercise his franchise
School
County
Superintenden- t- that
favorites and if delinquent, the soon
publicans ot New Mexico have
8. We welcome all voters to this convention and elections In the freest
tion Yesterday
er H. A. comes across the flowerler Miss Isabella Eckles.
nominated and will probably
Probate Judge. Cornellius Bennett-Treasure- league from other political parties manner possible.
his pathway. We hereby move that
elect as the first governor of
We call this down here the "Dona
J. B. Gilchrist ot Flerro. who have affilllated with, or which to
a committee be appointed to investi
new State, la a man of iron
the
affiliate with Progressive Republicans Ana Method."
Sheriff
THAT
BLUE
BALLOT
FIGHT
Herbert 'J. McGrath.
gate this Important question. Pecos
and fire and he will build up
from sincere, honest and worthy mo
Hlckey and Sedlllo Nominated,
County Clerk E. B. Venable.
a powerful party machine in
Valley News.
Las Vegas, N. M Sept. 30. The
Assessor E, Dlcklson.
tives, and for the carrying out of the
'
ed down,
St his State, as well as make a
Will Carry New Mexico.
convention ot the district of
of
this
from
free
Judicial
principles
league
County Surveyor T. L, Cox,
will undoubtedly
A committee consisting of Messrs. St forceful
Wolltiawik, a Polish Orator Sur
The Republicans
Bursum
governor.
which Bernalillo county is a part, met
Nominations for legislative officers selfish Interest
J. S. Clark and Isldoro Armljo St stands for the reliable and the
will
whole
a
and
as
state
Baca,
the
carry
prises and Delight
this forenoon and nominated M. K.
was appointed to escort permanent St permanent. He Is the sort of
This la pretty were made as follows:
control the legislature.
Delegates.
Hlckey of Albuquerque, for the Judge8upper to the Seventeen,
Chairman Charles A. Spiess to the St man who can run a central
generally conceded, and the result of
H. B, Holt on last Thursday evening ship, and A. A. Sedlllo for district
rostrum and as he took the gavel
the last general election points to It.
gave a banquet to the "Solid Seven- attorney.
Las Vegas, N. M., Sept, 29. Seldom there was loud cheering. Mr. Spiess
were chosen
when 71 Republicans
h
teen", of the
legislative
la a 'political convention has there made an address that 'with Its. elo
to the Constitutional convention and
Sandoval Elects Delegates.
assembly who frustrated the Hagerocbeen ai great a desire to consult the quence and wit, pleased his auditors
has
29
Democrats.
Nothing
only
man
the
of
Sandoval County Democrats elected
plans
Republican
annexing
'wishes of the people in the naming mightily. He declared that this was
curred since then to reverse the con
so
of
as
to
It
make
Luciano
organization
ever
Mondragon and John W.
part
ot candidates (or office at in the first the greatest audience that had
dltlon this year. Obar Progress.
a personal Hagerman machine. The Sullivan delegates to the state con
assembled In the territory and state
state convention of New Mexico,
affair proved a most enjoyable one. vention and a county central comof New Mexico. He added that there
make selections that will measure
Luna County.
,
The banquet was served at the Caste mittee was organized with Mondragon
were present not only the intelligence
to the highest and most exacting
The Republicans of Luna county
nada and was served from eight to aa chairman.
The committees conhave nominated the following candi
qulrements of citizenship and the but also the grace and beauty of the
ten. Covers were laid for seventeen. sists of one man from each precinct
Commissioner for the first
"V
maxim that public office Is a public womanhood of New Mexico, "I greet
dates:
Crow.
at
and six
Eating Bitter
large.
trust that should be administered by you as sovereign citizens of a soverdistrict Harry V. Whltehlll; second
A. B. McClure
after voting un- - The convention was attended by a
the most capable and most unselfish eign state of the grandest nation on
district, A. O. Bailey; third district
forty-twscratched
Democratic
tickets
number
of deeply interested
large
the face ot the earth, as a free peo
and patriotic men.
J. M. Williams; county clerk R. Ii
years, thinks the morsels admin spectators.
Attorney Isaac Barth of
There was no unseemly hurry
ple elevated to all the privileges of
Case; sheriff, D. B. Stephens; asses
istered by the San Juan county "Dem- Albuquerque, made a speech in the
make platform or to name candidates. statehood, as free citizens, of the
sor, Jno. Steinerman; treasurer and
ocracy" (?) very bitter. He congrat- convention.
In fact, a few ot the mora zealous Union who have a right to partici
collector, Chris Ralthel; superintend
citiulates himself on being cast out In
ent of schools, Sally C. Stone; coun
delegates anxious to get away, com pate In the government with the
Judge Wells Is Candldste.
company with Judge R. C. McRee, who
ty surveyor, H. F. Baldwin, Jr,
plained at the deliberation and the zens of the other 47 states, choose
Ed
Prescott, Ariz., Sept.
had voted tor the same ticket about
slowness with which action was tak your own officers and participate In
ward
'
forty-fivWells, after intent urging by
of that
man,
grand
years when he was dethe
This Is True. '
en.
Sims.
Anderson
and
LeRoy
Ely,
other
nounced as an "old fogy" in a Demo
All loyal Republicans will support
Probably, at no other state conven President Taft. (prolonged cheers.l
cratic!?) convention at Farmlngton by big Republican leaders this morning
tion Is there ever so total an absence What greater boon can any people
the Republican ticke.. There is no
announced
himself
of
as
a
candidate
tor
the
ot
freedom
some
than
and
"Democrathe present young
right
.
of a slate. Much trouble, In fact. have
"Independent move" in New
cy"? A. B. says be baa highly hon the Republican nomination for
Mexico and one is not possible, for It
might have been. saved, If there had
orable company to kee! .Aztec Index.
The speaker In a brilliant prerora- been a getting together of leaders
could not summon to Its ranks a bak
Wells is one of the weathlest men
W. B. Walton.
before the convention to talk over tion to the star of New Mexico ex
Republican Progresslveness.
er's dozen. The
progressive
H. O. Bursum.
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct 2. in Arizona, and Is a prominent Rematters. At the last moment, cand- pressed the confidence that it would
stunt has already shown its full
I was very glad to read In the New publican and popular in his county.
idates entered the field and persons Bhed luster on the people, and that
Senator W. B. Walton.
strength. It does not amount to any
He was the 'only Republican
to be
not thought of In that connection be the greatest pride of the people Is
the Democrats are welcome to
Representative Frank Vesely and Mexican this morning your editorial elected to the constitutional
thing;
sucin
committee
the
a
way
re
convenon
He
the flag.
to be represented
The
New
open
regarding
primaries.
fore were named for state offices.
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